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,l988 
morked the opening of o new ero for the Joint Reseorch Centre.
Within the Europeon Communities, this wos the first yeor of o new four
yeor reseorch progromme  which runs through 
,l991, 
the eve of the
opening of Europe's internol morket. In October 1987, the Commission  of
the Europeon Communities proposed o new orientotion for the JRC. lt hos
been osked to ploy o significont role in Europe's future ond in the
estoblishment  of the internol morket by supporting the improvement of
Europeon industriol competitiveness, the improvement o{ sofety, ond the
orotection  of the environment. This 'l988 Annuol Reoort shows successful
steps olreody token by the JRC in this direction, ond indicotes the trend of
the JRC towords fulfilling its role in the future of Europe.
Eody in 1988, the JRC wos reorgonised  into nine independent  Institutes to
derive full benefit from its expertise ond focilities. These Institutes help to
reorient the JRC os it corries out its mony octivities within the primory  rore
of providing the Commission  of the Europeon Communities  with its own
scientific ond technologicol reseorch.
As in previous yeors, the moiority of the JRC's reseorch focused on
octivities outlined  in the fromework reseorch progromme of the
Communities. In oddition, the JRC hos responded to increosing requests for
direct technicol support to the Generol Directorotes of the Commission.
Support to the Commission  is on importont JRC octivity thot moy increose
in the coming yeors.
The JRC hos been given o new tosk of working for clients outside the
Commission,  such os notionol ogencies,  universities ond privote enterprises.
This is designed to strengthen communicotion betwenn  the JRC ond the
Communities, ond to increose its support of Europeon industry, The JRC,
hos moved quickly in response to the directive to seek outside clients. lt
successfully  reoched  its initiol gools in this oreo, while working to'mointoin
the delicote bolonce between fulfillment of institutionol tosks, ond execution
of work for externol  poriies.
In oddition, 1988 hos morked the lounching of o progromme of
explorotory reseorch, to open importont  new oreos of endeovour,  ond to
mointoin high levels of scientific competence for Europe's future.
To succeed in o ropidly evolving Europeon Community, the JRC must work
with increosing outonomy  ond flexibility to corry out the necessory
monogement ond fiscol chonges its new orientotion  requires. The
Community  Institutions should devote further ottention tg the issues of
flexibility ond outonomy where progress hos still to be mode.
The Boord of Governors  notes with sotisfoction the substontiol progress
mode by the JRC in 1988, ond looks forword to the chollenges of the
future' 
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r00The yeor 'l988 wos chorocterized  by decisions which constitute  o profound
ond penetroting reform of the Joint Reseorch Centre (JRC). The proposols  for-
muloted bv the Commission  bock in October 1987 in the communicotion "A
New Outlook for the Joint Reseorch Centre" were met during 1988 by re-
sounding ogreement both from the Council ond the Europeon  Porlioment. The
formol decisions on the reseorch progrommes  for the 
,l988-.l991 
period were
mode by the Council on l4th October 1988, thus rother loie during the yeor.
Following odvice from the Boord of Governors of the JRC it wos possible how-
ever to initiote the new octivities  of the JRC eorlier in the yeor without preiud-
ging the finol ottitude ond decisions of the Porlioment  ond Counci,.
ln generol, this led to sotisfoctory  execution of the work in 1988 os shown
throughout the present report. Vorious  investments in new scientific equipment
ond instollotions were deloyed  however until the finol decisions on the JRC pro-
grommes hod been mode; the some opplied to the implementotion of some
elements of the new personnel policy os well os the reolizotion of the new in-
ternol structure of the Centre. Consequently, the full effect of the reform of the
JRC moy only be noted during 1989, but initiol lessons con olreody be drown
from the new shope of the JRC, os described below, ond throughout the pre-
sent reoort.
The decision-moking  process determining  the new poce ond setting of the JRC
wos chorocterized  in 1988 by o lively interoction between the Community  In-
stituiions. Indeed,  it wos the first time thot decisions  concerning the JRC hod
been token since the odoption  of the Single Europeon Act. The relotively short
length of the overoll decision process witnesses the dynomism  with which the
Community  Institutions  responded  to the Commission's proposol  for o new JRC.
The JRC is now engoged in four moin types of octivity os described in the Council
Resolution of 29 June l9BB'
.  specific  reseqrch  progrommes - the moinstreom of the JRC octivities in the
post will be reduced to 74o/o of the totol JRC octivities over ihe 4 yeors;
o explorotory reseorch  - o new feoture to ensure future scientific vitolity will
represent 5o/o of the JRC specific reseorch progrommes;
o scientific ond fechnicol support for the Commission - o tosk olreody corried
out in the post, will be significontly increosed  to represent l2o/o ol the JRC
octivities;
.  ond work for externol third porties - ogoin o new tosk, should represenl
140/o of the globol JRC octivities.
The specific  reseorch progrommes ore concentroted  on the topics of
.  modernisotion of industriol structures,
.  enhoncement of sofeiy, prevention ond mitigotion of occidents, ond
.  surveillonce ond protection  of the environment.
In these oreos o genuine need is seen forthe JRC to contribute to the obiec-
tives of the Fromework Progromme  for Community octivities in reseorch  ond
technologicol development.  However, this does not meon thot the work by
the JRC is performed in isolotion. On the controry, on impodont obiective of
the JRC is to develop  procticol ond significont  initiotives to reinforce colloboro-
tion with the reseorch  centres ond loborotories of oll Member  Stotes, thereby
ossuming the role of cotolyst of Europeon scientific integrotion. ln 1987 severol]988, A DECISIVE  YEAR
new initiotives hod been token towords this ombitious horizontol  obiective  of
the Centre encompossing oll tosks of the JRC, ond throughout  the following
chopters  mony references will be found to procticol implementotions  in the form
of colloborotive  progromme orrongements  ond ioint ventures. This sets o poce
for the future, when the JRC, copitolizing  on further contocts estoblished in I 988,
will develop fully the concept of ossocioted  loborotories.
Throughoutthe  1988-1991 period the JRC will evolve.dynomicolly. In order
to moke resources ovoiloble for some of the newer tosks, those for the spec-
ific reseorch  progrommes will groduolly decreose. The specific reseorch pro-
gromme on Rodiotion Evoluotion ond Monitoring wos terminoted os plonned
ot the end of 'l988, 
whereos  relevont octivities will continue os requested by
the Directorote-Generol  of the Commission  responsible for nucleor sofety.
Indeed, the reconfirmotion of the JRC tosk of scientific ond technologicol  sup-
port for the Commission wos met in 
,l988 
by o dynomic response from the cus-
tomer Directorotes-Generol  of the Commission responsible for the vorious Com-
munity policies io which the JRC provides its support. This response wos de-
monstroted by demonds for work exceeding  the resources  ovoiloble.
Demond for the JRC's services in support of the Commission  wos highlighted
by the signing of severol multionnuol  ogreements  between the moior customer
Directorotes-Generol ond the JRC colling for work in the oreos of environmen-
tol protection, opplicotions of remote sensing techniques  io ogriculture,  rodio-
tion protection ond non-nucleor  energies. Other moior support oreos comprise
sofeguords, chemicol onolyses ond foodstuff  investigotions for the benefit of
the relevont Directorotes-Generol,  ond opplicotions of remote sensing tech-
niques for the development  policy. All in oll, the scientific ond technologicol
support for the Commission is o tosk for which the potentiol demond goes
beyond the finonciol torget set for 1988-1991  .
The new tosk of explorotory reseorch wos guided by the Boord of Governors
ond purposely given o relotively  modest stort in 1988; while up to 5% of the
specific reseorch  progromme  resources ore ovoiloble for this tosk, only 3.470
of the I 988 progromme budget wos solicited.  The tosk of explorotory  reseorch
is o cornerstone of determining the scientific future of the JRC. lt is of poro-
mount importonce thot the limited resources for this tosk be soent in the most
efficient wov. The JRC ond the Boord of Governors continue to consider new
directions  for explorotory reseorch. The proiects initioted in 'l988 
witness the
scientific poteniiol  of the JRC ond the vitolity of its scientific stoff, ond were the
subiect of on initiol evoluotion by the Boord of Governors  in eorly 1989.
Obviously,  the new tosks of the JRC will hove to be developed  groduolly over
the 1988-1991  four-yeor  period, ond this opplies notobly to work for externol
privote ond public bodies.  In oddition  to the ongoing  exploitotion  of the High
Flux Reoctor (HFR) for the Dutch ond Germon governments (supplementory re-
seorch progromme),  o good stort wos mode on work for externol bodies. In
o highly competitive  morket the JRC in the first yeor of this new tosk signed
controcts ond ogreements which promise revenue in l98B-,l991  of olmost 3070
of the torget for thot period. During this stort-up phose, the revenue poid in
1988 wos oround 2 Mecu. Customers  comprise Europeon industries os well
os public ond privote bodies within or outside the Community countries. Moin
work oreos so for ore in the field of the environment, odvonced moteriols  ond
nucleor sofety. As ogreed, the Council received ot ihe end of 
,l988 
o propo-.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I98B
sol for consolidoting the legol bosis for the EEC reloted third poriy work. The
time oheod colls for increoled morketing  efforts by the JRC, odiustment of in-
tellectuol property  regulotions  odopted to the needs of customers, ond increo-
sed innovoiion.
Consideroble  reflections  ot the monogeriol level during 1988 led to the formo-
tion in eorlv November  of o new internol  structure for the JRC, ond the desig-
notion of senior stoff for the new units creoted.  The JRC now comprises  nine
scientific  lnstitutes  spreod over the four sites os illustroted  in the new orgoniso-
tion chort for the JRC given in the onnex to the present report'
The Institutes eoch hove well-defined  scientific/technicol  specific  domoins  ond
execute their relevont shores of the JRC tosks under the responsibility of the
Director-Generol  in Brussels, who with his senior odvisors is supported by o
Directorote of Progrommes in Brussels ond o Directorote of Administrotion  for
the JRC in lspro. T=he emerging scope of the Institutes  ond their fields of work
ore highlighted  throughout this report.
Hond in hond with the obiective  of reinforced colloborotion  with notionol lo-
borotories ond reseorch  centres is the implementotion of the new stoff policy
highlighted in the commission's  I 982 communicotion  "A New Outlook for the
JRt,,Jond confirmed by severol  decisions  mode during 1988. A leoding-the-
me is mobilitv for scientific vitolity. To this end, the JRC budgetfor  1988 on-
words hos been restructured  to focilitote the influx of young reseorch fellows
(grontholders), senior visiting scientists, ond stoff seconded from notionol pu-
blic ond privote bodies. For the lotter cotegories more flexible regulciions  hove
been sei up during 1988; olreody there ore promising signs of their effects,
o trend expected to occelerote in coming yeors. This olso opplies to new meo-
sures of time-limited controcts  for o number of well-defined  posts for stotutory
stoff os scientific/technicol temporory  ogents. The full implementotion  of these
meosures owoits the ovoilobility of posis which ore expected to be liberoted
in 'l989 upon decision bv the Council ond Porlioment on proposed regulotions
for terminotion-of-service  meosures  (eorly retirement)  for officiols.
With regord to the committee structure oround the JRC, new modolities  were
opprou"i during 
,l988. 
The commission decided on new terms of reference
forthe Boord oiGovernors thus confirming the centrol role of this committee
in the life of the JRC ond the relotions between the Member Stotes of the Com-
munitv ond the JRC. lt is the wish of the Commission to further emphosize  the
scope of the Boord of Governors by giving it oppropriote possibilities to od-
vise on the odoptotion of specific  reseorch  progrommes  to the evolving-needs
of the Community. A proposol on this motter will be submitted  to the Council
in eorly 
.l989. 
Increosed contocts between  the Europeon.  Porlioment ond the
Boord of Governors,  os exemplified by the presence of the choirmon of the
Boord ot one of the meetings of the Committee  on Energy, Reseorch ond Tech-
nology of the Porlioment, !hould be further developed in the future.
The newlv creoted  scientific Institutes of the JRC should be properly  odvised
on scientific motters by Institute Advisory  Committees, which wlll be set up in
1989. Finolly, the JRC ond the Boord of Governors ore mointoining  theproper
diologue wiih the relevont Advisory Committees  on Monogement ond Coordi-
notioX ond with the committees  exercising o similor role ot present  or in the
future. This is of porticulor importonce to ensure coherence between Commu-
nity shored-cost oction progrommes  ond JRC progrommes  in the some subiect
oreos.I9BB, A DECISIVE  YEAR
Above oll, the committee structure oround the JRC is on inslrument to ensure
ond stimulote  the interoction between reseorch ond technologicol developments
in the Member Stotes ond in the JRC. This is o concern where oll levels of con-
toct ore of poromount  importonce for the Centre ond its develoomenrs.
All in oll, 1988 wos perhops the most dynomic yeor ever experienced  in the
lifetime of the Joint Reseorch Centre. Formolly,  the Centre hos 30 yeors on its
records, ond in October 1988 it celebroted  the 25th onniversory of the Insti-
tute for Tronsuronium Elements in Korlsruhe. The mony vitol decisions token du-
ring the yeor required immediote implementotion,  including new structures which
hod to be set up for the execution of the new tosks. A good stort wos mode
during 1988, ond the prospects for the future ore highly promising.
Throughout the yeor the Commission wos wisely odvised by the Boord of Go-
vernors, which guided the Director-Generol  ond his senior stoff in setting the
JRC's new poce in the service of the Community.  The Commission ond the
Director-Generol grotefully ocknowledge  the support received from the Boord
of Governors ond from the other Community Institutions, the odvice received
from mony quorters, the interest in colloborotion demonstroted  by numerous
notionol public ond privote bodies, ond lost but not leost, the couroge onq en-
thusiosm of the stoff of the JRC focinq the new chollenoes.
t0lU::lri ,
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Centrol Bureou for
Nucleor Meosuremenls
Figure 1; Experimental  sefup for neutron  interaction
measurements  at GELINA
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This chopter outlines the moior ochievements  of the JRC, os ii executes  its four
moin functions,
.  Specific reseorch progrommes on o multionnuol bosis
.  Support octivities ot the request of other Commission seryices
.  Work under controct for third oorties
'  Explorotory  reseorch  to open new ovenues ond to mointoin scientific ex-
cellence.
The JRC specific reseqrcn  progrommes ore concentroted  moinly on three mo-
ior topics , the modernisotion of industriol  sectors, the enhoncement of sofety,
prevention ond mitigotion of occidents ond the surveillonce ond protection of
the environment. Other studies ore reloted to informotion technoloqies  qno erec-
tronics ond to prospective technology ossessment.
The centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements (CBNM) ot Geel hos the im-
portont role of promoting Europeon stondords  ond contributing to the hormoni-
zotion of reference methodologies  ond moteriols. The CBNM executes the
progromme on Nucleor Meosurements ond Reference  Moteriols.
GELINA, the Geel electron lineor occelerotor,  hos been used moinly (for 81 yo)
with short burst-widths (<1 ns) for high resolution neutron production. lt wos
olso used with lorge burst-widths (2000 ns) for low energy neutron work ond
for tronsition rodiotion  studies.  The CN-z MV Von de G-rooff hos been used
moinly for neutron doto meosurements ond odditionollv  for neutron irrodiotions
in rodiobiologicol  studies. The centrol computer  wos moinly used for botch pro-
cessing ond interociive  work for the onolvsis of experimentol  doto.
Nucleor meosurements
Nucleor  meosurements hove been corried out on the bosis of the needs collo-
ted by internotionol  orgcnizotions such os IAEA, NEA ond BlpM; some ore per-
formed of the request of notionol  Institutions. Tnese meosurements  ore reloted to,
Nucleor Dolq for Stondords, such os the new determinotion of the fission neu-
tron spectrum of 252cf , ond the olpho-porticle  emission probobilities of 23lNp.
Nucleor Doto for Fission Technology,  such os the lotest fission cross-section
meosurements ot the Very Cold Neutron Source ot the Loue-Lonqevin  Institute
(lLL) ond the finol 7 (the number of fission neutrons  emitted peineutron ob-
sorbed) meosurements for 235U, performed  olso ot lLL, Grenoble.
Nucleor Doto for Fusion Technology where further meosurements were mode
of the neutron  emission cross-section  of eBe ot the request of the Fusion pro-
gromme.
Rodionuclide Metrology where low energy X-roy stondord sources were pre-
pored with emission rotes between 
,l03 
ond lOs/s ond on uncertointy of 3o/0.
Metrology of Neutron Fluence ond Dose where obsorbed  doses were deter-
mined in the course of neutron irrodiotions for the Rodiobiology Deportment
of scK/cEN, Mol. Results on the two-spheres technique to meosure  neutron
fluence ot energies  of 2.5 Mev ond i4.7 Mev were communicoted to BlpM.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I98B
Figure 2: Turntable  of the detector  system  at a beam
line of the 7 IVV Van de Graaff Accelerator
Figure 3: Preparation  of specimens  fot
contamination  monitoring
Reference Moteriols
High quolity nucleor reference moteriols hove been prepored, chorocterized
oni certified ot CBNM; they ore used to guorontee  Europeon  independence
in the fields of commerciol  tronsoctions  ond nucleor sofeguords. Scientific com-
oetence in nucleor meosuremenis ond in refined  onolyticol techniques  is mode
ovoiloble for quolity control progrommes in the nucleor ond the non-nucleor
fields. Most imporlont ochievements ore,
Actinide Reference Moteriols: the chorocterizotion  of three uronium ore ond
minerol reference moteriols  (EC-NRM I 13, I I 4, 116) wos finolized; the cho-
rocterizotion of EC-NRM 2lO, o boich of pure PuOr, wos continued. Five uro-
nium isotope reference moteriols (EC-NRM 1 83-lBZlore reody for ceriificotion'JRC SPECIFIC  RESEARCH  PROGRAMMES
Figure 4: Working  at a glove box in the course of
preparing  nuclear  reference  materials
The Institute for
Trqnsuronium  Elements
Vorious uronium ond plutonium isotope synthetic mixtures were prepored for
moss-spectrometric  colibrotions,  os well os o new 23s1-J to;1" moteriol for use
os o trocer.
Reoctor Neutron Dosimetry Reference Moteriols: Nickel (EC-NRM 521) wos
certified,  238UO2 is close to certificotion.  Progress wos mode for other mote-
riols (niobium foil ond wire, rhodium foil ond Al-Co olloy)
Further progress wos mode in Aerosol ond Surfoce  Reference  Moteriols os well
os in o more occurote  meosurement  of the Atomic Weight of Silicon os port
of on internotionol effort to redetermine the Avoqodro Number.
The Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements  ot Korlsruhe executes the proqromme
on nucleorfuels  ond octinide reseqrch. The oim is to contribute to thJ sofety
of the nucleor fuel cvcle.
Studies on the Sofety of Fuel Applicotions  deol with understonding the beho-
viour of light woter reoctor fuel ond fission products during normol  ond obnor-
mol reoctor conditions os well os with the improvement  of operoting copobilities
of odvonced fuels. ln this context,  high burn-up U02 fuel wos onneoled in hot
cells up to its melting point in order to investiqote fis-ion gos migrotion ond re-
leose mechonisms.  Relevont doio on fuel prJperties ond"fuel bJhoviour  under
tronsient in-pile conditions ore being collected in o doto bonk, which is con-
stontly updoted. These doto were onolysed ond used to volidote {uel pin co-
des in occomponying modelling octivities.  The TRANSURANUS code wos
incorporoted into the Europeon Accident Code (EAC) oi JRC Ispro.
The microstructure of debris originoting from the molten core ond from the ou-
ter crust of the Three Mile lslond reoctor wos onolysed, its content in volotile
fission products wos determined ond the moximum temperotures to which the
moteriol wos exposed were estimoted. Efforts to investigote properties o{ non-
irrodioted  fuels under occident  conditions, i.e. ot temperotures up to 4OOOK,
were continued.
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Figure 5: Electron  beam  welding facility for fuel rod
preparation
Flgure 6: Fire experiment  studies  with dispersion ol
radioactive  aerosol  from burning plexiglass
Three nitride fuel pins were irrodioted in the Petten high-flux  reoctor; post-
irrodiotion onolysis of these pins reveoled morked structurol differences  due to
dif{erences in fobricotion procedure.  This opens up possibilities for preporing
fuel pellets with o "toilored"  structure.
Studies on the Sofety of the Fuel Cycle ond its Effect on fhe Environmeni  con-
cerned in-pile octiniie {ormotion ond otsestment of scenorios orising from the
occumulotion of minor octinides (i.e. Np, Am, Cm) by ossuming their tronsmu-
totion in fost reoctors or in speciol minor octinide burners.
Nucleor  oerosol studies in 19BB were oimed ot o better understonding  of the
releose ond dispersion  of dust podicles during fires in nucleor focilities; studies
demonstroted thot not more thon 2o/o ol the contominont porticles were suffi-
ciently stoble to escope to the chimney.
In the seorch for olternotive reprocessing  schemes, the Institute is investigoting
the possibility  of destroying ommonium ions (which moy give rise to sofety pro-
blems during reprocessing)  in niiride solutions of dissolved  fuels os well os ex-
trociing ond further purifying of octinides from reprocessing woste streoms.
ln Actinide  Reseorch, the effort in ']988 
hos focussed on the systemotic prepo-
rotion of single crystols of octinide  compounds with identicol simple crystol struc-
tures ond th. pr"pototion of new compounds  with potentiolly  interesting
properties for both fundomentol ond opplied moteriols science. Progress wos
mode in understonding  how the electronic structure o{ the originol components
is modi{ied when octinide  elements  ore olloyed with ironsition metols.
t5JRC SPECIFIC  RESEARCH  PROGRAMMES
Figure 7: Close'up  XPS/UPS installation  (photoelectron
spectroscopy  with actinides)
Figure 8: Laser and pyrometer  for thermophysical
property measurements  at very high temperatures
t6
l'{
Bond structure colculotions performed ot JRC Korlsruhe predict certoin unusuol
neuiron  scottering  feotures which were confirmed experimentolly  in on interlo-
borotory effort on single crystols of UFe, ond PuFe, prepored ot the Institute.
As port of development of o generol model for cotolytic  effects, the formotion
of hydrogen from ethone in the presence  of vorious substrotes contoining uro-
nium ond/or nickel wos studied experimentolly  by correloting  chemicol reocti-
vities with the electronic structure of the reoctonts.  Meosurements of x-roy
diffroction, x-roy obsorption ond opticol reflectivity under extremely high pres-
sures (up to 500 kbor) were performed to elucidote  the electronic  structures
of simple octinide  compounds  with elements from the fifth ond the sixth columns
of the Periodic  Toble.
Work to estoblish  on Actinides Informqtion  Centre wos continued by imple-
menting o retrievol system for computer-stored bibliogrophicol  references on
octinides.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I988
The Institute for
Advonced Moteriols
Figure 9: Creep test assemblage  for corrosive
environment
Figure  10: The prototype  X-ray  Glancing  Angle
Diffractometer,  illustrating motion of the source arm,
i.e. X-ray tube, monochromator  and collimation
systems
The Institute for Advonced Moteriols executes  the progromme on odvonced
moteriols which  is corried out lorgely ot Petten ond podly ot lspro in {ive ope-
rotion units , Moteriols Chorocterisotion,  Moteriols  Processing, Functionol Mo-
teriols, Moteriols  Performonce  ond Reliobility, ond Non-Destructive Evoluotion
ond Testing  (The lost two of these units ore olso contributing to the reolisotion
of progrommes in the nucleor oreo).
1988 wos the first yeor of the progromme on Advonced Moteriols. Porticulor
ottention wos poid to close coordinotion  between the two sites of the Institute,
in order to benefit from the complementority  of focilities ond stoff expertise.
During the yeor, there begon o shift in the bolonce of the moteriols octivities,
from predominontly chorocterisotion  studies to moteriols innovotion  ond the en-
gineering ond design of improved  properties through processing  ond surfoce
modificotion.  In this connection, on importont develooment hos been the intro-
duction of o unique integroted {ocility for combined ion beom ond loser beom
treotment  of metols ond ceromics, for which the plont hos been completely de-
fined ond preporotory studies,  theoreticol  onolyses ond tests hove olreody been
undertoken.
The solient feotures of progress in the reseorch progromme ore summorised
below,
.  in connection with corrosion studies, it hos now been estoblished  thot core-
fully formuloted pre-oxidisotion treotmenls  con improve remorkobly the cor-
rosion resistonce of commerciol  fenitic ond oustenitic steels during exposure
to highly sulphidising service otmospheres. An inslrumentol development,  the
Gloncing Angle Diffroctometer,  hos been upgroded to ollow onolysis  of struc-
ture ond stroins in both thin films ond corroded steel somples;
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Figure 11: Autoclaves  for high temperature  conosion
studies
Fioure 12: View of a 4 point bend  test rig used  for
fracture  mechanics  studies  at high temperature  in
ceramics
Figi.rre 13: Fatigue testing chamber  for research  into
the interaction  between  mechanical  properties  and
environmental  attack
t8
on "interest club" of electric utilities hos been set up to develop  ond exploit
on exoert svstem  for the ossessmenl  of the residuol life of heoders in electri-
city generoting  plonts;
the importonce of intergronulor chemicol composition for the high tempero-
lure corrosion resistonce  of silicon nitride in simuloted industriol environments
hos been highlighted;
the Moteriols Doto Bonk hos been widely presented to Europeon user groups
within the fromework of the DG Xlll Moteriols  Dotobonks Demonstrotor  Pro-
gromme. As pori of its future orientotions  in computer  oided engineering  ond
processing,  on on-line link hos been mode between the Doto Bonk ond pro-
grommes  for structurol mechonics  finite element onolysis;
in the surfoce engineering field, the conditions for producing metostoble ol-
loy solid solution! by ion-beom mixing hove been estoblished; in oddition,
o comoorotive evoluotion hos been mode of hord titonium corbide cootings
produced by ion beom deposition ond by r.f. mognetron plosmo sputtering;
os port of o growing effort in Non-Desiructive Evoluotion fechniques on mo-
teriols such os composites ond ceromics, chonges in velocity of ultrosonic
sonds hove been detected ond meosured in test somples undergoing creep;
the oim is to develop  this technique in order to meosure the omount of do-
moge during service performonce;
moteriols lesl ond stondordisotion  methods ore being octively developed,
here we report on o new technique for meosuring the creep crock growth
of mochined  defects  in multi-oxiolly stressed  tubulor components ond o me-
thod for producing  ideol mocrocrocks in ceromics for crock growth meo-
surements under four-point bending;JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I9B8
In porollel with the moteriols technology octivities, the bosic understonding
of ollov ond ceromic structure ond orooerties ot the otomisiic level hos been
brooched through the exploitotion  o{ new investigotive techniques  ond lorge
scole focilities. such os svnchrotron rodiotion ond cold neutron sources.  In this
connection, on Understonding hos been signed between the JRC ond o group
of ltolion University Deportments  in solid stote physics  in order to encouroge
cooperotive  proiects  in oreos such os High Tc Superconductivity, sensor mote-
riols, ond the sintering of ceromics.  This octivity is olso supported by the Insti-
tute's Cyclotron  which is moking significont  contribution to the study of rodio-
tion domoge in fusion moteriols ond is supporting moteriol surfoce modificotion
studies os well os o number of other fields such os biomedicol rodioisoiope
production.
Figure 14: Assembly  of test specimen  0n a corrosion
autoclave
Figure  15: View of an experimental  set'up for the
optical measurement  of fatigue crack lengths at
elevated test temperatures
The lnstitute contributed to severol internotionol events on future developments
in moteriols for odvonced technologies;  vorious meetings hove been orgo-
nised to publicise new reseorch developments,  including the Conference  on
"Metol/Ceromic  Joining", the Conference on "Troce Element Effects in Oxi-
dotion", the EC/Yugoslovio biloterolConference  on Moteriols, ond Round To-
ble Distussions  on t'Europeon  Stondords for Ceromics" ond "Stondords  for
Moteriols Doto Bonks".
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The Institute for the
Environment
Figure 16: Portable  instrumentation  for field
investigations  of indoor air quality. From left to right
above:  1) adsorptionireaction  cartridge  and metering
pump for the air sampling ol aldehydes;
2) same for volatile  organic compounds  (V0C):
3) portable  chromatograph  for tracer gas
measurements;
below:  4) bag and gas syringe  for tracer gas
samplrng;
5) photoionization  detector  for the measurement  of
total VOC;
6)temperature and humidity meter;
7) monitor  for respirable  particulate  matter.
The Institute for the Environment ot lspro executes the progrommes  on Environ-
mentol Protection, Rodiooctivity  Environmentol  Monitoring ond Rodiooctive Wo-
ste Monogement.
Environmentol  Protection
Reseorch progress  in the oreo of Environmentol Chemicols, Air Pollution, Wo-
ter Quolity, Chemicol  Wostes  ond Food ond Drug Anolysis  is reported below.
The new reseorch oreos of the Europeon  Monitoring Network,  Environmentol
Studies  in the Mediterroneon  Bosin ond Geneticollv  Enqineered Substonces ore
in the preporotion  stoge.
E nvironmentol  Chemicols
New doto on use ond consumption potierns, legislotion,  corcinogenicity  ond
humon heolth effects hove been introduced in the ECDIN (Environmentol  Che-
micols Doto Informotion  Network) doto bonk on environmentol  chemicols.
EINECS (Europeon  Inventory of Existing Chemicol Substonces)  is now publicly
ovoiloble on-line. New ond more user friendly occess strotegies for ECDIN  ore
being tested in o pilot study.
In the fromework  of the concerted oction "lndoor Air Quolity ond its lmpoct
on Mon" o summory  report on rodon pollution hos been published ond droft
summory reports on NO, ond formoldehyde  hove been prepored.  Three droft
guidelines' "Complointsbn  oir quolity in buildings  - o procticol guide", "Som-
pling strotegy  in chemicol indoor oir onolysis" ond "Formoldehyde emission
from wood bosed moteriols, guideline for the determinotion  o{ sieody stote con-
centrotions in iest chombers" hove been compiled. Reseorch octivities were
focussed  on the volidotion  of methods for the chorocterizotion  of emissions  o{
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Figure  17: Thermal  desorption  cold trap injector for
the introduction of VOC samples  into the gas
chromatograph
Figure  18: Variable  multicollector mass spectrometer
for isotope ratio determinati0n  and precise inorganic
measurements
volotile orgonic compounds from moteriols ond products used indoors. Experi-
ments with-building  moteriols showed o lorge voriotion in time dependence ior
these emissiont ond demonstroted the need to develop models which ollow
o simple description of the emission.Porficipotion  in on internotionol round ro-
bin test reveoled the need {or further stondordizotion  o{ the chomber test me-
thod. In view of the continuing request for field surveys of indoor oir quolity
in buildings of the Europeon Ptrlioment o new strotegy for such surveys  hos
been developed.
New results on the in-vitro metobolic pothwoys  of dimethylorsenic  ocid, orse-
nocholine  ond orsenobetoine  in onimol ond humqn blood were obtoined. These
As-compounds do not interoct with the biochemicol blood compounds, which
exploins  their low toxicity. A study on Vonodium tronsport  through the plocen-
to ond milk to fetol ond newborn rots showed thot Vonodium is oble to poss
the plocentol borrier ond is metobolized  in the fetus. The boseline study for
the de{inition  o{ reference  levels o{ troce metols in humon lung tissues hos been
completed.  For most elements norrow concentrotion ronges were obtoined' ln
totol 48 elements were determined for 13 regionolly scottered somples. Re-
gording blood ond urine reference  volues ore now ovoiloble for 39 elements.
A stud! on the biologicol  monitoring o{ Co, To, W ond Cr in blood {luids,
broncho-olveolgr lovoge, pubic hoir ond toenoils suggests their use os bio-
indicotors for workers exposed to hord metol dusts'
iiili:i;i]ri:i
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Air Pollution
The role of biogenic emissions (e.g. terpenes) in the dry deposition  processes
of Or,/NO2/SO2mixturesonforesttreeswos{urtherinvestigoted.  With increos-
ing humidity the SO, oxidotion yield ond the subsequent  H2SOa formotion de-
creoses in the D-pinene/O3/SO, system. Addition of NO2 to the system couses
higher terpene conversion but lower SO, oxidotion rotes. To contribute to the
understonding of the role thot NO. rodlcols ploy in the night-time chemistry
of otmospheric  pollutonts, the reoction products o{ NO. ond olkenes were
identified by comporison with the infrored spectro of syntheiized reference com-
pounds os o mixture of unsubstituted corbonyl-, nitroxyl-, hydroxyl  compounds
ond dinitrotes.  The rote constont of the reoction between NO.ond NO, leod-
ing to NO {ormotion hos been determined by use of diode loser ond Fourier
tronsform infrored spectroscopy. A port of these studies represents  the JRC con-
tribution to the COST 6l l, EUROTRAC  EUREKA  proiect.
Figure 19: Tunable  diode laser (TDL) spectrometer
input t0 the 480 L reaction  chamber  (via the vacuum
tight window at the top left of the picture)
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Figure 20: Molecular  fluorescence  in liquids excited
by a blue He-Cd laser. Different  colours reveal
different  substances.  The laser beam  is attenuated  by
the strong absorption  occurring in the solutions,
Figure 21: View of a spring.loaded  closrng  system 01
a high pressure  container used  for the solubilization
of acidic sediment  environments
The construction of the pilot plont for the ISPRA MARK 1 3A desulphurisotion
process ot the SARAS  refinery, Sorroch (Sordinio) wos deloyed till September
l98B ond followed  by the stort-up  of the plont. For the combined desulphuri-
sotion/denoxing  process substontiol  progress wos mode on the electrolytic re-
duciion of nitrogen oxides.
Perfluorocorbon trocer experiments  were performed to study otmospheric  dis-
persion  in o complex loke-mountoin  oreo. In colloborotion  with the oirquolity
loborotory of the Ticino Conton the formotion of tropospheric ozone in the preol-
pine region wos investigoted.
To interpret  the oir quolity doto of the Athens compoign (September 198Z) the
wind field over the complex greoter Athens oreo wos described by o numeri-
col model.
Figure 22: Pre and final concentrator  of the lspra
Mark 13A Flue Gas  Desulphurisation  Plant  in Sardinia
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Woter Quolity
Ecotoxicologicol  studies ot Loke Comobbio confirmed thot ortificiol oxygeno-
iion prevents periodic moss moriolity of fish, increoses  the trophic level, ond
modifies the reportition of troce metols (e.g. Cu, Cd, Zn, Ni) between  woter
ond sediments.  The porticipotion of the Insiitute  in the loke recovery project
on Loke Orto continued  with troce metol inventories ond pollutont mopping ond
studies on horizontol  ond verticol metol tronsport.  Mothemoticol models de-
scribing thermo-hydrodynomics,  nutrient moss bolonce ond sediment evolution
hove been volidoted ond colibroted with o view to oredictive ooplicotions.
Figure 23: The tracer team,  alongside  the mobile
laboratory  for 'in field'  release,  sampling  and analysis
ol atmospheric  tracers
Figure 24: Ihe flight ol the MAFALDA  (Multi-Analysis
Floating  Apparatus  for Limnological  Data Assessment).
Used for research  studies  on Lake Maggrore  over  the
last 3 years, the IVAFALDA was recently  transported
to nearby  Lake 0na where  it wi'l participate  in
monitoring a cleaning  operation  of the lake.
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Figure 25: View of the plasma  source of the ICP
mass spectrometry  used f0r inorganic ultra  trace
(ppt level)  element  determination
Chemicol Wostes
Experiments on inorgonic woste onolysis,  soil chorocterizotion, woste leoching
chemistry  ond diffusion of inorgonic ond orgonic  pollutonts in porous  soil me-
dio were corried out to support  o dynomic model for the computotion of pollu-
tont migrotion. A procedure for the extroction, cleon-up ond detection of
polyhologenoted  oromotic  compounds wos developed ond opplied to soil, milk
ond liver somples. For reference purposes highly toxic compounds like PCD,
PCDDs ond PCDFs con now be synthesizeo.
A risk ossessment  methodology  for humon exposure to polyhologenoied oro-
motic compounds,  bosed on toxiciiy equivolent foctors, wos opplied to the proc-
ticol cose of on urbon incineroior.
The Chemicol  Emergency  Monogement (ChEM) decision support system hos
been opplied to the cose of electricol equipment contoining polychlorinoted
biphenyls; suggestions for prevention ond emergency responses in cose of oc-
cidents hove been prepored.
Food & Drug Anolysis
The bosic instrumentotion  {or o food loborotory  wos commissioned  in order to
implement  this new reseorch  oreo. A new (500 MHz) Nucleor  Mognetic Re-
sononce Spectrometer instrument hos been instolled  ond will be moinly devo-
ted to wine onolvsis.
Figure 26: Preparation  of the sample holder for X.ray
fluorescence  measurements
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Figure 27: A graphical  output from the data bank on
radioactivity  in the EC environment
Figure 28: A fish.eye  view ol the equipment  inside
one of the PETRA  hot cells
Figure 29: PETRA  is controlled by a computerised
process  control system  which assures  maximum
safety.
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Rodiooctiviiy  Environmentol Monitoring
The doto bonk on rodiooctivity in the E.C. environment ofter the Chernobyl
occident hos been supplemented with doto of the 1984-1986 period, obtoin-
ed from notionol Authorities in fulfilment of ort. 35-36 of the Eurotom Treotv.
The bonk will form the bosis of the periodicol  reports issued by the Commission
on rodiooctivity meosurements in the Europeon  Community, ond will be open
to public enquiries.
The bonk will provide on unique opporiunity to verify the environmentol  distribu-
tion models developed in the post, essentiolly on the bosis of foll-out studies
ond loborotory trocer experiments. A moior exercise  of thot noture is being iointly
orgonized by CEC, IAEA ond WMO on the verificotion of mesoscole  oir tronsfer
models, which ore of moior importonce  in nucleor emergencies.
A complementory  experimentol  octivity on sompling techniques for oirborne
rodiooctivity hos been storted; open to internotionol cooperotion, it is bosed
on the exoloitotion of two focilities'
o) o 100 M3 environmentol  chomber to test ond compore  equipment for
meosurement  of oirborne rodiooctivity;
b) o 15 meter high roin tower, where ihe wosh-out processes for the vorious
oirborne rodionuclides con be studied.
Rodiooctive woste monogemenl
The construction of the PETRA focility ot lspro hos been terminoted in 1988,
with the successful  performonce  of the components  ond system  functionol  tests.
PETRA reproduces  ot o fully octive pre-industriol  scole the chemicol operotions
reloted to spent fuel reprocessing, including vitrificotion of highly rodiooctive
woste. PETRA  is expected to stort hot operotions  ot the end of 1989.JRC ANNUAL  REPORT 1988
The kind of experiments  to be performed in the short ond medium term on ir-
rodioted fuel moieriols  hos been discussed ond defined with the notionol
orgonisotions  forming the PETRA Users Group. They toke into occount both the
neiessities deriving f-rom the licensing procedure ond the items of common  in-
terest for the member countries.
A high sensitivity-high occurocy instrument for non-destructive monitoring of
pluio"nium  in nucjeoiwoste hos been constructed; bosed on possive neutron
iounting, it hos been especiolly designed  {or tronsportobility ond use in nucleor
instolloiions. A meosuring  compoign  hos been successfully corried out ot the
Cosoccio ENEA Centr"io detonstrotion of this instrument to the Europeon
Porlioment  took ploce ot Strosbourg on 13 April 1988'
A set o{ fully octive vitrified woste somples, prepored  ot lspro in cooperotion
with ENEA (ltoly), hos been chorocterized  ot the Tronsurqnium  Institute.
Figure 30: Neutron  c0unting techniques  have  been
developed  to monitor the actinide c0ntent in solid
\,\/aste, non destructivel}i.
Figure 31: Lase'specl'0scopy  al'ows tl'e stldy of
cl^enical 'orns o' actirtdes in wale' at exl'ene'y  l0w
tevels.
Figure 32: The interaction  of radionuclides  with salt
in partially  closed salt galleries  is simulated  by
laboratory  column experlments.
Among the meosurements,  gommo-sconning, leoching tes.ts, ond opticol  ond
ele.trJn microscopy  before ond ofter leoching were performed.
The Europeon PAGIS (Performonce  Assessment of Geologicol  lsolotion Systems)
p-i".t, i."olving oll moior notionol loborotories o{ the EC, under ioint coordi-
notion of the shored-cost oction progromme ond the JRC, wos completed ot
the end of 1988. The sofety ossessm-ent  codes developed by JRC lspro hove
f""n ,r.."rsfully integroted in PAGIS; they deol specificolly with probobilistic
risk ossessment ond sLnsitivity-uncertointy onolysis. The finol reports will op-
oeor in eorlv 
,l989. 
These codes ore being exponded  for opplicotion  to froc-
ir,"d o"oloqicol medio, in colloborotion with CIEMAT-ENRESA,  Spoin.
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The Institute for Remote
Sensing Applicotions
Figure 33: 3.D view of the Snowdonia  National  park
with an indication  of the proposed  reservoir  for
c00iln0 water
The Institute for Remote Sensing Applicotions  executes  the progromme on the
Applicotion of Remote Sensing Techniques.
Monitoring of lond Resources ond their use.
The Ardbche experiment  concerned on inventory ond mopping of soil occupo-
tion.(ogriculture ond forestry) over the deportment  (560.000 ho), by outomo-
tic clossificotion  methods using Themotic Mopper (TM) doto (30;. resolution).
This implied multitemporol processing using 3-4 TM imoges over the vegeTo-
tion cycle ond led to the development  of two pockoges for rodiometric  ond
geometric  corrections. Work on rodiometric  corrections of TM time series scenes
led to the development of on experimentol system  which extrocts the necesso-
ry scene dependent physicol volues {rom the imoge itself (e.g. cleor woter,
rodionce ond scene histogrom minimo). An operot-lonol use olthis method is
envisoged  ofter further testing.
Figure 34: To achieve  maximum oualitv  for the
geometric  registration  of several  images' to a common
mapping  system,  digital elevation  data must be
included  in a correction  algorithm.  This elevation
modet  was used t0 produce  the 3.D Dr0iection  0f
satellite  data of the Arddche  region in France.
Monitoring of fhe Morine Environment
In the oreo of seo pollution surveillonce (Archimede proiect) o smoll exercise
wos performed in.Ap_ril in the North seo. Microwove  rodiometers (porticipo-
tion of the Deutsche Forschung und Versuchonstolt  fOr Luft ond Roumfohrt ond
Riikswoterstoot)  succeeded in discriminoting between oils ond biogenic  films,
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Figure 35: For a temporal description  of the
upwelling phenomena  along the north.west  African
coast, further sea surface  temperatures  were
produced.  The two images,  from 25 January and
2 February  1988 give an example  of the strong
changes  in the temperature  pattern  in the sea surface
and dem0nstrate  the unique oossibilities  0f satellites
to observe  such large areas.
Figure 36: A typical image  produced  from  sideways
looking radar  using microwave  sensors  0perating  at
long wave lengths.  The sideways  looking mode
enhances  the topography  and target height,
showing detoils never observed before. Studies in coostol pollution dynomics
resulted in o number of ochievements, these include refinements for the The-
motic Mopper (TM) doto onolysis  resulting in the interpretotion of o set o{ TM
scenes  of the Gulf of Noples which yielded mops of chlorophyll ond totol sus-
pended sediment concentrotions os well os of surfoce temperoture.
A feosibility study of on instrument copoble of occurotely  determining  the on-
gulor ond/or spectrol distribution of solor rodionce both in oir ond woter wos
completed.
In colloborotion  with the Moroccon Authorities, upwelling studies ond proces-
sing of bi-monthly seo surfoce temperoture mops were continued, using simul-
toneously ocquired CZCS ond AVHRR imoges. The oceonogrophy of the
upwelling oreo wqs described  using the collected doto sets.
Advonced Technology
Microwove  Remote  Sensing  Activity.
This is o new proiect for the Institute. One of the moin oblectives is the design
ond construction  of o microwove signoture  loborotory  which will be ovoiloble
both for direct JRC reseorch os well os for use by EC member countries. A feo-
sibility study hos been corried out by on industriol consortium ond o design plon
for the loborotory proposed. Work wos storted with the Europeon  Spoce Agen-
cy on o plon to promote the concept of o Europeon Airborne Remote Sensing
Focility.  The ideo hos been well received by the Europeon  user community  os
well os by Europeon Notionol Spoce Agencies.
Loserf luorosensor octivity.
Although  the Time Resolved  Lidor Fluorosensor will only orrive in June 
'l989,
o mobile loborotorv hos been prepored  to receive the instrument in order to
perform "in field" tests ond meosurements. The moin effort hos therefore been
devoted to setting up the loborotory simulotion  focility.
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The Institute for Sofety
Technology
Figure 37: Pseudo-dynamic  testing 0f civil engineering
structure using  a reaction  wall (above), An artist's
impression  ol the proposed  Structural  Mechanics
Laboratory  which will house the new reaction  wall
(right)
The Insiitute for Sofety Technology,  ot lspro, executes  the progromme on Re-
ference Methods, Reliobility  ond Structures, Nucleor  Reoctor Sofeiy ond Indu-
striol Hozords.
Reference Methods, Reliobility qnd Structures
Reoction Woll Proiect
The design study of the reoction-woll  focility wos storted in Jonuory 1988. Phose
I of the study wos completed  in July 1988 ond included the production  of o
generol loyout of the loborotory, the opiimizotion  ond structurol design of the
reoction woll/strong floor system ond o preliminory cost evoluotion of the foci-
lity. Phose ll, the finol phose of the design study, wos begun on August 24,
1988, ond will be completed by the end of Moy, 1989.
An onolysis wos olso storied of the problems  posed by the implementotion  ond
operotion  of the pseudodynomic test method (PDTM). A new implicit method
is being developed  which hos consideroble potentiol for reducing  the octuotor
control ond error propogotion problems encountered in the currently used ex-
plicit implementotions of the PDTM.
Continuous progress  hos been ochieved  in the development,  in colloborotion
with CEA, of the PLEXIS-3D  dynomic finite element code for coupled fluid/struc-
ture problems.
Reliobility Modelling of Srructures
The {otigue cycling test ot room temperoture of Vessel No. 1 (1,5 scole) hos
exceeded the level of 500.000 cycles.
The prediction of fotigue crock growth ond of time to foilure is progressively
improved by using in service inspection doto.
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Figure 38: Computer  controlled test rig for fatigue
tests 0n 1/5th scale models of pressure  vessels
It could be shown ihot the propogotion  of crocks hos been rother heovily con-
ditioned by the presence of clodding residuol  stresses ond thot sensible pre-
dictions of crock growth ore possible toking into occount  the incrementol volues
rother thon the obsolute crock dimensions.
Pressurized Thermol Shock
This work is corried out in colloborotion with Moteriol Pruf Anstolt (MPA) - Stutt-
gort. The thermol cycling hos been storted including temperoture doto collec-
tion in 'l46 
locotions. A knowledge-bosed  system hos been prepored to monoge
the experimentqtion.
Reoctor Sofeiy
Severol studies olreody under woy in the previous  period, in porliculor studies
concentroting  on the onolysis of severe occidents, were continued.
Port of the Shored  Cost Action controcts lounched in the previous period were
still under woy ond new octions were storted in the Source Term oreo.
Moin ochievements in 1988 ore reported hereofter.
Reliobility ond Risk Evoluotion
The component Event Doto Bonk hos become operotionol  ofter successful  con-
clusion of the pilot phose corried out in cooperotion  with doto suppliers.  Deve-
lopment of tools foi the doto onolysis hos been continued  in view of o possible
fuiure porticipotion  in the World Associotion  of Nucleor Operotors.The cogni-
tive modelling of the operotor hos been further developed  in the creo of mon-
mochine interoction.  In the fleld of Probobilistic  Sofety Anolysis,  the internotio-
nol benchmork exercise on Event Sequence hos been storted.
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PISC (Proiect for the Integrity of Struciurol Components)
Consideroble  progress  hos been mode in the PISC lll octions which ore iointly
sponsored by the OECD ond the CEC ond in which JRC is operoting ogent
os well os reference  loboroiory for the onolysis of results. These octions  Wef€:
1 ) inspection of reol contominoted  reoctor structure  pieces corried out in the
hot loboroiories ot lspro; 2) outomoted inspections on o full scole vessel ot MPA
Stuttgort;  3) orgonizotion of o round robin exercise to test the inspection  copo-
bilities on complex geometries, like nozzles ond sofe-ends;  4) volidotion of mo-
themoticol  models of ultrosonic equipment  response; 5) exercises  to test the
inspection reliobility.  All these octivities were performed  in colloborotion with
o lorge number of orgonizotions  in Europe, the US ond Jopon.
Figure 39: Full scale  vessel at MPA Stuttgarl
View of the PWR Nozzles Supporting  Ring
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Abnormol Behoviour of Reoctor Cooling Sysfems ond Accident
Modelling
In this reseorch oreo three moin proiects ore included,
.  LOBI, which is o lorge experimentol focility for the investigotion of thermo-
hydroulic  behoviour of reoctor cooling systems during tronsient or loss-of-
coolont occidents in o pressurized woter reoctor. Four tests were executed
ond onolysed in 1988. A number of Member Stote orgonisotions  porticipo-
ted in the selection ond precolculotion  of tests. The test results hove been
extensively used for volidotion/improvement of the US RELAPS/MOD?
code ond the Europeon codes ATHLET (FRG) ond CATHARE  (F);
.  FARO is on experimentol plont where up to lO0 kg of UO, con be melted
for the study of fuel 1et penetrotion  ond frogmentotion  in fhe coolont (so-
dium) of struciure  response to fuel iet impoct, of fuel freezing ond plugging
in chonnels ond subossemblies.  The olont is now used for studies of interest
for severe occident onolysis in LMFBRs.
In I 988 the tests with the TERMOS test sections hove been successfullv  stor-
ted , for the first time,o test involving the interoction of l0O kg of UO2 with
liquid sodium hos been executed,  providing  new doto on melt penetrotion
in sodium, the pressure field generoted ond UO, debris settlement.
Reseorch  ond tests hove olso continued  to increose the reliobilitv of the tem-
peroture meosurement  in the molten U02 pool opplying  ultrosonic tech-
nioues.
For o better quolificotion  of the melt delivery from the FARO furnoce  to the
test sections,  simulont tests with woter iets hove been executed,  providing
interesting informotion on the releose phenomeno.
A preliminory study hos been storted to investigote the possible use of the
FARO focility for the study of phenomeno reloted io LWR severe occidents.
Figure 40: The L0Bl experimental  facility used  for
integral  tests on loss of coolant accidents in Light
Water  Reactors
Figure 41: Microgram from a part of a solidilied  UOz
block after melting in the FARO  furnace.
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Figure 42: Cross section of the lower part of the
PHEBUS FP Test Stringer
.  EAC, which is o system code for the onolysis of the initiotion phose of low
probobility  whole core occidents in LMFBRs.  In 1988 consideroble progress
hos been mode in the development  of the EAC2 version by coupling  the
TRANSURANUS oin behoviour model to the EAC informotics ond to the
CFEM boiling model. The MDYN fuel model hos been improved in the oreo
of fuel flow regimes ond through the introduciion of o third fluid. The CAM-
DYN in-pin fuel model ond the LAKU fission gos behoviour model were com-
pleted. These octivities were executed with substontiol support from
JRC-Korlsruhe. Volidoiion  of both models with o few CABRI experiments  hos
been undertoken successfullv.
Source Term
The controct between the JRC ond the Commissoriot d l'Energie Atomique
(Fronce) specifying the JRC porlicipotion in the in-pile Phebus Fission Product
Progromme  (FP) wos signed on 12 July 1988. The JRC is directly involved  in
the proiect funding ond work through o teom detoched on site ond o teom
ot lspro porticipoting  in onolysis work. In 1988 o number  of Shored Cost Ac-
tions in suppori of the preporotion  of Phebus FP hove been concluded,  the re-
sults ore giving on essentiol contribution to defining the test motrix, the
experimentol circuit dimensioning ond the instrumentotion plon.
New Shored Cost Actions controcts hove been lounched in 1988 on od-
vonced instrumentotion  (in relotion to Phebus FP), on Fission Product chemistry
ond on model ond code development.
SAFETY TUBE
TEST BUNDLE
TEST TRAIN TUBE
INSTRUMENTATION
LEADS
HOLE  FOR SIC ROD
PAHR in-pile
This octivity will be completed in the 198811991 period with the execution of
three in-pile tests in the BR2 reoctor ot Mol (B). In 1988 o series of tests hos
been performed ot lspro to set up o more occurote ond relioble porticulote
bed filling procedure. The second in-pile test is in preporotion: its porticle bed
hos been prepored ond chorocterized following the new procedure which will
ollow on eosier interpretotion of the test ond volidotion of models ond codes.
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Figure 43: The lspra Risk  Management  Support
System  is hosted  on a SUN computer. Displayed  here
are the results  from a risk assessment  exercise  in the
Netherlands.
Figure  44: A view from the inside  o{ the FIRES bunker
undergoing  construction,  The bunker  will eventually
house the 1 00 | chemical  reactor,
lndustriol Hozords
In the context of Systems  Sofety ond Reliobility  studies 20 orgonisotions from
lO Member Stotes hove completed the bench mork exercise on moior hozord
onolvsis. lt consisted  in the identificotion of hozords ond in the ossessment  of
risk contours oround on ommonio storoge connecied  to o seo terminol.
ln porollel JRC storted the development of DOMINO, o softwore pockoge sui-
ted to perform onolysis  of incident scenorios chorocterised by propogotion  of
foilures omong different focilities becouse of {ire or explosion events.
The lspro Risk Monogement  Support (lRlMS) hos been implemented  on o SUN
computer  together with o first version of o new tronsportotion risk model colled
TRIM.
For the onolysis  of off-normol behoviour of chemicol reoctors (runowoy  reoc-
tions) the construction  of the FIRES focility whose centrol port is o 100 litre co-
pocitv stondord chemicol reoctor hos been octively pursued. The experimentol
copo'bilities  hove been increosed by purchosing  o fully outomoted smoll-scole
(2 litres) reoctor. The first version of FISIM ( Flres SlMulotor)  hos been comple-
ied ond test coses for volidotion,  which include  neutrolisotion,  oxidotion of so-
dium thiosulphote ond toluene nitrotion reoctions, hove been performed. The
theoreticol kinetic studies hove been continued, concentroting on toluene ni-
trotion by mixed ocid ond on suspension polymerizotion  of methyl meihocry-
lote reoctions. The first version of the mothemoticol model of these two kinetic
schemes ollows the prediction of the performonce of the FIRES venting  system
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The Inslitute for Systems
Engineering
Figure 45: Thermal  imaging equipment  for Hot SP0T
failure  tests on photovoltaic  modules  (above).
Observation of an Hot SP0T on the video displav
(ight). The local heating  observed  occurs under'
certain  shadow  conditions  (e.9. dirt) and can destroy  a
module if the manufacturer  does  not take the
necessary  precautions.
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for different onset pressures. In oddition, the effects of severe occidents in the
FIRES focility leoding to reoctor rupture ond the contoinment vessel copobilities
hove been investigoted.
Within the runowoy reoctions proiect the Multiphose - Multicomponent
Fluid Flow Test Focility produced results on flow regimes os they chonge with
the physicol properties of fluids. Flow potterns  so for not reported  in the litero-
ture were observed ond onolysed.  The modelling work concentrotes on veri-
fying the codes DEERS ond SAFIRE using experimentol  doto.
The Institute for Systems Engineering ot lspro executes the progrommes  on
Reference Methods for Non Nucleor  Energies, on Sofeguords ond Fissile Mo-
teriols Monogement, ond on Fusion Technology  ond Sofety.
Reference  Methods for Non Nucleor Energies
The progromme on Reference Methods for Non Nucleor Energies hos been
focussed  on performonce evoluotion ond devices, implementotion of certifico-
tion procedures  for industriol solor energy {photovoltoic/thermol)  using the ESTI
(Europeon  Solor Test Instollotion)  focilities ot lspro, ond on stondordizotion  of
procedures for energy ouditing.
The moin ochievements  concern photovoltoic (PV) modules ond possive solor
system modelling ond testing procedures;  they ore,
.  lmplementotion of test procedures ond development  of meosurement  ond
ouolificotion stondords for PV modules within the lnternotionol Electro-
technicol  Commission;JRC ANNUAL REPORT I9B8
Fioure 46: Testino  0t solat passive  ard active
cohponents  on thi: lspra Site
upgroding  of meosurement  ond colibrotion  techniques in ESTI using loser scon-
ning for light induced current meosurement ond hot spot {oilure onolysis  of
photovoltoic cells;
setting up of o colloborotive progromme befween JRC, CEA CADARACHE
(FronCe)  ond CIEMAT (Spoin) on the degrodotion  ossessment of omorphous
silicon cells;
completion of o long term weothering  experiment (5 yeor durotion) with so-
lor collectors in rurol ond industriol  sites, ond comporison of reolistic corro-
sion domoge with occeleroted corrosion  experiments  corried out in the ESTI
loborotories;
development of o 3-dimensionol model for thermol computotion in building
design ond energy oudits;
development,  in colloborotion with LNETI (Portugol)  ond Ecole des Mines
(Fronce) of on input-output method for the evoluotion of solor system per-
formonce.  The method  hos been odopted by ISOP;
o methodology  for the evoluotion of the performonce of solor possive buil-
dings hos been opplied to the JRC Solor Loborotory with o view to collobo-
rotion with Mediterroneon countries.
Sofeguords ond Fissile Moteriols Monogement
The progromme on Sofeguords  ond Fissile Moteriols Monogement  is centered
on the development of new sofeguords  techniques  for both present ond {uture
nucleor fuel cycles.The  octivity is performed in cooperotion with the moior R&D
orgonisotions in the field wlthin the Community (ESARDA  ossociotion) ond in
the USA. lmoortont  milestones in 1988 ore'
Figure 47. Measuring  indoor thermal comfort in the
lspra Solar Passive Laboratory
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Figure 48: 0perative since 1987,  the Pre-PERLA
(PERformance  LAboratory)  facility is employed  in
calibration  and training exercises for Euratom  and
IAEA insoectors
Figure 49: The Material  Testing  Reactor (MTR)
Scanner  is a device  used t0 monitor fuel elements
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Initiol meosurements on lorge somples of plutonium  in the Pre-Perlo loboro-
tory with the most recently developed non-destructive  techniques  ovoiloble
ot the EURATOM ond IAEA sofeguords inspectorotes;
the execution of o Physicol Inventory  Verificotion  (PlV) exercise of enriched
Uronium by teoms of sofeguord  inspectors ogoin in Pre-Perlo;
o series of troining courses for DCS inspectors  on methods ond instruments
bosed on the vorious non-destructive meosurement  techniques, like octive
ond possive neutron interrogotion  ond gommo spectrometry;
on extroction  procedure  bosed on TBP hos been developed ot Korlsruhe,
toking odvontoge of the use of onolyticol robots, in order to speed up se-
oorotion of Uronium ond Plutonium  for subseouent  moss soectrometric
onolysis;
instollotion ot Sondio Notionol  Loborotories, USA, of on experimentol  set
up originolly developed ot JRC, lspro, for the reoding of ultrosonic signo-
tures on seols of plutonium contoining  fuel ossemblies;
development of on engineered prototype of o loser system for the surveil-
lonce of nucleor spent fuel pools. Two loser beoms scon o plone obove the
woter ond the system detects ony obiect penetrotion in the oreo under sur-
veillonce (up to 25 m);
design of on interoctive system for the simulotion  of nucleor focilities,  using
the chorocteristics  of o typicol plutonium  fuel fobricotion plont. The simulo-
tor oims to evoluote the oerformonce  of nucleor moteriols occountoncv
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Figure 50: Computer  model ol a section 0f the NET
(Next European Torus)  design  for studies  of systems
integration,  assembly-disassembly  and maintenance  by
remote handling
Fusion Technology ond Sofety
The progromme on Fusion Technology ond Sofety is implemented  ot the lspro
ond Petten sitesr it is fully integroted with the work corried out by the Europeon
Associoted  Loborotories  in the fromework of the Eurooeon  Fusion Proqromme
1985-1989. The following steps were token in 1988.
.  design of in-vessel components for the lTERJirst  phose design;
.  ossessment  of the electromechonicol effects on in-vessel structures (plosmo
focing components ond supporting systems) of NET due to plosmo disruptions;
development of o model of melting ond evoporotion  of the surfoce of o first
woll under plosmo disruption, bosed on simulotion  experiments  using elec-
tron guns;
completion of the post-irrodiotion exominotion  of AlSl-31  6 ond Mn-Cr steels
irrodioted in HFR oi 1O dpo ond of the onolysis  of the first irrodiotion tests
on Pb-l7Li somples;
execution of severol  tests of Pb-lZli/woter interoction in the lorge scole fo-
cility, showing thot the governing  phenomeno ore woter-iet breok-up ond
mixing;
Figure 51: Breeding  material  (Li17Pb) after
simulation  of a steam  generator  accident in a fusion
reactor liquid metal blanket
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Centre for Informqtion
Technologies ond
Electronics
Figure 52: View of the mainframe  computing system
from the operators'  control room
volidotion with in-field experiments o{ otmospheric tronsport ond diffusion
codes to evoluote  the environmentol impoct of iritium releoses;
outhorizotion  from ENEA-DISP for the construction of the Triiium Hondling
Loborotory  (ETHEI) up to the inoctive commissioning  of the loborotory hos
been obtoined. Ground preporotion  ond construction of the building were
storted  in October  I 988. Most of the other subsystems hove been ordered.
Some of them ore in on odvonced  stoge of construction, like the lorge cois-
son on the glove boxes. The liquid ond goseous woste storoge ond buffer
tonks hove olreodv been delivered to the lspro site.
The Centre for Informotion Technologies ond Electronics ond the Institute for
Prospective Technologicol Studies moinly perform support octivities for the JRC
ond for other services of the Commission;  on increosing  shore of their octivities
will be dedicoted to work for externol customers.
This centre will consist of two units'
I . computing division, operoting  like o service compony,  ovoiloble  to in-house
or externol customers;
2. o scientific division,  in chorge of odvonced opplicotions of Informotion Tech-
nolooies. Telecommunicotions ond Electronics.
Computing Division
During 1988, the Computing  Division hos token mony steps to upgrode the
computing focilities, to develop  the networks  qnd to provide  better services to
other institutes ond odministrotive  units. The moin results ore'
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orders hove been ploced to reploce the current, soturoied, AMDAHL 5860
(20 Mips) with o more powerful generol purpose AMDAHL mochine (44
Mips) complemented by o Computing Surfoce mochine bosed on tronspu-
iers; for scientific purposes the oddition of o mini-super is plonned in the first
holf of 1989. A connection to on externol CRAY X-MP, under service bu-
reou ogreements, will be mointoined,  os oppropriote;
the DUAL bockbone  network, ofter yeors of development,  hos been instol-
led in the lspro reseorch compus. Fully conforming to OSI stondords, it pro-
vides tronsporent  high speed communicotion  over o fibre optic ring between
the Ethernet Locol Areo Networks  instolled  in ihe buildings of the lspro site.
It olso provides bridges to other proprietory  networks  ond occess to the in-
ternotionol  networks under X25;
office outomotion systems hove been improved ond experimentol solutions
hove been tested to interconnect the monogement informotion systems of
the four JRC sites;
doto bose development ond server functions hove been supplied to the fol-
lowing proiects, ERDS, AORS, OUSR (reoctor  sofety); MARS, CHEM (indu-
striol risk); REM (rodio-protection)  ond HTM (moteriols);
Division for Advonced Applicotions of Informotion
Technologies ond Electronics
.  This Division porticipotes in the development of Informotion  Services, intelli-
gent occounting  systems ond decision support systems  {or the speci{ic re-
seorcn progrqmme on Nucleor Sofeguords ond Fissile Moteriols
E r
w
Figure 53: The computer vision system  for reviewing
images  obtained  during optical surveillance.  The
pictures are grabbed  by the TV camera,  processed  by
the comouter and disolaved  on the TV monitor.
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Monogement.  Stotistics, fvzzy seIs, reol-time  simulotors ond ortificiol intelli-
gence ore combined in these products. An experf system hos been delive-
red to the Internotionol Atomic Energy Agency; it produces results
comporoble to the performonce  of top humon experts in the Agency;
intelligent vision systems for contoinment ond surveillonce hove olso been
developed for the Nucleor Sofeguords reseorch progromme,  ond delive-
red to the inspectors of the Eurotom Nucleor Sofeguords directorote.  These
products  might hove for-ronging commerciol  opplicotions for monitoring  ond
sofety purposes in industriol plonts, bonks ond the public service;
specific opplicotion integroted  chips hove been designed ot the request of
customers,  ond produced by commerciol silicon monufocturers;
the signol processing, doto ocquisition ond process control copobilities  of
this division  ore used for the continuing development  of the instrumentotion
ond doto hondling of experimentol focilities reloted to the Reoctor Sofety
specific  reseorch progromme.
Figure 54: A computer  vision system  demonstrates
here a scene  modification  (missing oblect is shown by
white contour lines) during a surveillance  of fissile
materials  stored  in a cell.
Figure 55: A computer  vision system  used for the
verificati0n  of metal seals in safeguards  containment
shows  here an image  of an E-metal seal with
soldering  traces  and scratches.  The white frame,
representing  the zone t0 be stored on disk, is used
for adjusting  TV camera  and seal  support.
Figure 56: Four  examples  of metal seals with
randomly  distributed  taps and scratches  used in
c0ntainment  procedures  in safeguards
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Figure  57: The spectrum of a multidimensional
analysis  ol the neutrons and gamma  rays in the
Spontaneous  Fusion  (SF) of 
252Cf  with a three
detectors configuration
Instilute for Prospeclive
Technologicol  Srudies
Only preporotory  work hos been performed during 1988 by this new Institute;
four moin lines hove been followed,
r contributing to the definition by DG Xll (Generol-Directoroie  Science, Re-
seorch onj Development),  of the new CEC progromme  proposol  to the
council, colled MoNITOR; this proposol encomposses:  eorly worning in
science  ond technology, strotegic ossessment, evoluotion of progrommes,
ond long ierm forecosting;
The Institute should ploy on importont role in eorly worning  in science ond
technology ond in strotegic  ossessment.
o contributing to the formulotion of future DG Xll initiotives, concerning
oeronoutic  industries ond sPoce;
coniributing to the creotion of the Europeon  Reseorch  Associotion  for Flow,
Turbulence ond Combustion  (ERCOFTAC);
porticipoting  in two restricted broinstorming sessions  ond seminors on od-
vonced communicotion  (Ste Croix) ond telecommunicotions (Sontonder).
43Reseorch prospects
The Boord of Governors opproved o number of explorotory reseorch  proiects
ot its meeting of 9th June 1988, ond the necessory  tronsfer of funds wos duly
mode os o chorge upon the resources  of the specific  reseorch progrommes
Acoustic Aerosol Scovenging (TUl, Korlsruhe). Aerosol ogglomerotion  studies
were performed in experimentol chombers (volumes of 5, 
.l5, 
ond I 70 m3),
using electro-ocoustic tronsducers  ot o frequency of 21 kHz. Test oerosols in-
cluded corbon block produced  by burning rubberond cj white chemicol fog.
Quontitotive meosurements of the moss rote of condensotion  versus ocoustic
power were mode. A volume of l5 m3 wos cleored of o dense, block oero-
sol in I 5 minutes using 1 kW of ocoustic  power. Extropolotion of ihe ooro sup-
ports o proposol  for the lorge scole scovenging of hozordous  oerosols.
Figure 58: Coagulation  of a water  aerosol  by an
ultrasonic  field
Figure 59: In vivo laser,executed  chlorophyll
fluorescence  investigated  as a suitable  tool for early
plant stress  idenlification
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Applicotion of Loser spectroscopy  to the chorocterisotion of living green mct-
ter (Remote  Sensing, lspro). In o photosynthetic system the light energy obsor-
bed by o lorge orroy of ontenno pigment is tropped {or iimes between  tens
ond hundreds of picoseconds by the reoction centres of Photosystem  I ond
Photosystem ll. The ensuing energy tronsfer processes  ore investigoted  by time-
resolved {luorescence. Results for green leqves show o strong dependence on
reobsorption  phenomeno which rules out using the spectrol shope to choroc-
terise the stote of vegetotion.  The very strong stress produced  by the opplico-
tion of herbicides  does olter the shope signi{icontly, but such conditions  do not
exist in noture.
The reobsorption phenomeno  do not offect the decoy times of chlorophyll iluo-
rescence ond experiments  showed thot strong stress conditions (opplicotion of
Photosystem ll herbicides)  qs well os noturol degrodotion (senescence) con be
distinguished. The results lend confidence to the expectotion thot time decoy
meosurements on green vegetotion  in known physiologicol  stotes will leod to
the successful design of infield remote sensing instrumentotion.
lmoge Processing ond Synthesis  for Diognostics.  (Systems  Engineering,  lspro).
lmoges obtoined by vorious techniques, hologroms, x-roy films, electron  mi-
crogropns qno so on conioin observotions  of greot interest  for structurol onoly-
sis, but the processing  ond retrievol of informotion from them encounter  some
dlf{iculties. Results hove been obtoined on the production of loser hologroms
without use of o reference beom (multi-evolutive  speckle method now being
potented);  on the digitolisotion  of high-density x-roy negotives; on the imple-
mentotion of outomoted  inter{erence  fringe detection  ond the corresponding
coding computer  progrommes.
Figure 60: Laser  interferogram  of a pipe interior,
obtained  by optical fibres
Figure 61: VICOR lmage Processing:  studies  of crack
growth by analysing  high density  X.ray negatives.
These  negatives  are digitized using a high efficiency
in.house  negatoscope  and then stored on high speed
hard disks. The system  has zooming capabilities  up to
60 times enlargement.
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Figure 62: Use 0f optical  fibres for laser  holographic
interferometry
Advonced Domoge Modelling (Systems  Engineering,  lspro). Experiments hove
shown thot the thermol response of specimens under monotonic looding,
even in the elostic regions, depends on the level of domoge  olreody undergo-
ne bv the moteriol field. The thermol field meosurement  ollowed  the discrimi-
notion of different levels of creep domoge. Acoustic emission signols exomi-
ned by non-lineor  odoptive filters olso show promise for stroin onolysis  ond the
continuous monitoring of looded structures.
Developmenf of Sensors (Systems Engineering, lspro). A prototype opticol fi-
bre sensor wos developed ond used for loser hologrophic interferometry  in inoc-
cessible regions such os the interiors of pipes. The potentiol use of light squeez-
ing techniques, prompted by the successful  work mentioned obove, hos been
investigoted.  Experimentol  feosibility studies hove been designed.
Decisions Context Modelling  (Systems Engineering, lspro). The moin feoiures
of the decisions in risk situotions hove been identified. The self-referentiol cho-
rocter of the context hos been highlighted ond guidelines for empiricol reseorch
on risk communicotion hove been oroduced.
Four communicotions hove been issued entitled,
.  Sofety control ond new porodigms  in systems science;
.  non-rondom propogotion of risks olong orgonisotionol  chonnets;
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o reflection on communicoting obout high-risk  technologies;
.  risk communicotion ond the porodigm of porodox.
H/D Extroction,  Purificotion ond Seporoiion (Sofety Technology,  lspro). Two
substrotes hove been used in the gos-chromotogroph,  nomely No-Mordenite
ond No-ZO7o Co Mordenite.  For the No-Mordenite  doto were token on,
e the retention times ond resolution  foctors of H, ond D, in the temperorure
ronge from - 100'C to -135"C;
o the seporotion foctor for mixtures os o function of the throughpur;
.  the odsorption  of H, ond D, of liquid nitrogen remperorure.
The strong odsorption  of hydrogen  isotopes observed is encouroging for the
seporotion  from helium in the future ETHEL progromme.  Even better perfor-
mo nce wos observed for N o-7 0o/o CaMordenite,  provided o detoi led condition-
ing procedure  is respected so thot complete reversibility is obtoined.
Non-destructive  Plutonium  Woste Monitor  (Sofety Technology, lspro). Seve-
rol recent demonstrotions  of the lspro monitor for plutonium  residues in rodio-
octive woste cons support the urgent need for this explorotory oction. Steps
olreody completed involve,
.  development of o theory for deod time correction for the neutron  signol pulse
troin;
.  development of the olgorithms  for the deod time correction of the foctoriol
moments  up to third order, ond experimentol testing of the formuro;
.  speci{icotion  of the hordwore  for finol testing,  including  the simuloted woste
borrels ond PuO, sources in the ronge of 1 g to 1 mg.
Figure 63: An interior  view of the inspection  chamber
of the non-destructive  plutonium waste monitoring
system  developed  at lspra
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Neurql Networks Applicotion  (Centre for Informotion  Technologies ond Elec-
tronics, lspro). In-depth discussions hove been held with University ond indu-
srriol loborotories porriciporing in BRAIN (DG Xll) ond ESPRIT (DG Xlll) prolects
on Artificiol Neuron Networki (ANS). Plonning  o{ ANS octions on problem  sol-
ving, leornobility, mossive porollel computing ond industriol opplicotions. Ini-
tioltpplicotion of optimisotion theory to the design ond evoluotion  of neurol
orchitectures ond to leorning olgorithms.
Investigoiions on High Tc Super-Conduciors  (Advonced Moteriols). The ob-
iective-o{ the work dlne is to develop high performonce, stoble compounds.
Two publicotions concern the EMF (oxygen potentiol) meosurements  on the
perovskite compounds,  YBorCurOu.5-..  One publicotion concerns the x-roy
crystol logrophic  structure studies of Bi compounds ond one publicotion treots
the Li/CuO  system os precursors  of loyered copper super-conductors.
Figre 64: A steric representation  o{ the
superconductor  YBazCu:0r  structure shOwing the
planar  planes.  Yellow . yttrium; green barium;
re(] - c0pper; 0rue - oxygen.
Micro-hydrodynomics  of Loser Melted Merqllic Pools (Advonced Moteriols).
A two-dimens'rbnol  tronsient computer model for convective  heot tronsfer ond
surfoce tension grodient (Morongoni) driven ilows hos been developed ond
the computed shopes compored with observotions. A link hos been mode with
the VAMAS octivity on iusion welding.
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Figure 65: High  temperature  high precision gas
controlled heat pipe furnace  for industrial applications
Modelling of Noturol Convection  with Turbulence  (Sofety Technology,  lspro).
Two-dimensionol ond three-dimensionol olgorithms  were developed  ond tesi
ed for flow in the lominor regimes including llquid-solid  phose chonge.
The introduction of o turbulent regime into the modified coNDlF  code wos
studied in which Industriol portners, clsE ond ENEL, ore showing  increosing
interest.
Anolysis of Chemicol  Processes in operotionol ond Accident Conditions  (Sofe-
ty Technology, lspro). Work hos resulted in the development of o robust ond
generolly opplicoble  olgorithm for the description  of tronsient two-phose flows.
It is conceived so os to onchor its further extension to more complex flow con-
ditions where more phoses/components  ore involved  ond where chemicol reoc-
tions intervene. A review of existing ond proiected modelling strotegies for
tronsient, multi-phose  flows hos been completed.
Muhi-phose Flow Meosurements  (sofety Technology,  lspro). The nucreqr mog-
netic resononce {NMR) flow meosurement softwore for the cXp spectro-
meter wos developed  to cope with oil-woter-gos  mixtures. An engineering  de-
sign for on oil-woter-gos  loop wos mode ond o morket seorch foicomponenrs
wos lounched  (o report is in preporotion).
Heot-Pipe Simulotion Models (Sofety Technology,  lspro). Heot-pipes ore de-
signed using models which predict the heot tronsfer coefficients  ond the drv-
out limits. This yeor the completed studies concern 2-dimensionol modellinq  of
the boiling  limit of porous heot-pipe  wicks ond this result wos reported to the
ASME Heot Tronsfer conference, Texos (1988). The mechonism evoked re-
ceived confirmotion from observotions on hot spots in o potossium  heot-pipe
ond the boiling limit of sintered oluminium  structures.
study of Tronsition Rodiqtion (CBNM, Geel). Tronsition rodiotion is gene-
roted when o relotivistic electron beom troverses o stock of thin metollic foils.
Opticol tronsition  rodiotion wos recorded from severol sinqle foil rodiotions  o{-
ter preporotion of the electron ond rodiotion beom linesl
lsotopic Abundonce  Meosurements  (cBNM, Geel). lsotope obundonce meo-
surements were mode on iron ond gollium.  For iron o suitoble compound oc-
cepting enriched isotopes wos found ond for gollium the first otomic weight
wos discovered. Determinotions  were comoleted.
lsotoped Dilution Moss spectrometry (CBNM, Geel). certificotion of Rye Gross,
Beech Leoves ond spruce Needles wos mode using IDMS for boron- For rubi-
dium the spike reference moteriol IRM--,l8 wos prepored ond chorocterised.
It permits meosurement of rubidium concentrotion in humon blood ono serum
with on occurocy better thon lo/0.
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oolicies in 1988
JRC scientific ond technicol expertise  is mode ovoiloble  to vorious Commission
deportments for the {ormulotion ond implementotion  of Community  policies. This
support covers severol types of octivity:
o theoreticol  studies or loborotory work;
.  ossistonce  in the monogement of reseorch proiects or controcts;
o scientific ond technicol expertise ond preporotion of elements for Council
directives or recommendotions.
During 1988 suppori  to Community  policies occounted for l07o of the JRC bud-
get, on increose  from 3% in 1987; this shore is expected to increose further
in the future. An illustrotion of the distribution  of this support  to the vorious Com-
munity policies is given in Figure 66.
Support to Cooperotion
qnd Mutuol Assistqnce in Cqse of Disqster
Centre for Informotion Technologies ond Electronics
This octiviiy  in support to the Generol Secretoriot  wos continued, with o lorger
commitment  thon in 
,l987. 
Two oreos received  oorticulor ottention:
.  use of informotion technology to improve  informotion exchonge between
Member Countries;
.  use of sotellite communicotions from the field in cose of emergency
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JRC Support for Industriol Policy
Environment  ond Systems Engineering
The World Shipbuilding Doto Bonk set up ot JRC wos regulorly updoted.  Con-
cerning the directives  881379|EEC  on clossificotion, pocking ond lobelling of
dongerous substonces, tobles of doto were prepored  including  nomencloture,
clossificotion  ond EEC, CAS ond ECDIN numbers. Work on fertilizers  concer-
ned onolyticol procedures of secondory  nutrient elements ond oligoelements.
JRC Support for Sociol Policy
Biologicol Monitoring ond Occupotionol  Exposure lo
Chemicols  (Environmentf
Four bosic texts on monogrophs concerning oromotic  omines, oromotic  nitro
compounds, corbomote  pesticides ond Nickel were prepored by internotionol
experts;
A doio profile ond the outline of the informotion system on industriol  toxico-
logy hove been designed ond submitted  to DG V for opprovol; doto on the
corcenogenicity  of selected chemicols (IARC list) will be included.
Renol Insufficiences  ond Trqce Metols (Environmentf
Sources  of metol contominotion  were studied,  o "rodioreleose  test" wos deve-
loped to study metol contominotion from diolysis equipment. The studies on
Troce Metol imbolonce in body tissues hove continued: consideroble progress
hos been mode in this oreo by neutron octivotion onolysis  (NAA) including  cy-
clic NAA.
Figure 67: Neutron  Activation Analysis  of human
tis-sues:  sample  preparation  for neuiron irradiation in
the ultra clean  laboratory
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Figure 68: The new 300 lVlHz Nuclear  Magnetic
Resonance Spectrometer.  Measurements  taken of the
deuterium/hydrogen  ratio in the dilferent sites of
ethanol,  derived lrom wine or other alcoholic
beverages,  permit  the determination  ol its history and
0ngrn,
Figure 69: An important  naturally  occurring
endoparasitoid  of aphides  (Aphidius eni Hal.),  is
now being reared in quantity  in laboratories  for
eventual  release into the agricultural environment  in
support of integrated  plant pr0tection.
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JRC Support for the Common Agriculturol Policy
Loborotory for food onolysis (Environment|
The new nucleor mognetic resononce  spectrometer  wos instolled  ond brought
up to specificotion for proton, deuterium  ond corbon chonnels. Meosurements
using corbon-13 hove storted, to determine the olcohol content of wine ond
olcoholic beveroges.
Scientific  support to the monogement  of integroted plont
prolection  (Environment)
Scientific support  wos provided  in relotion to controcts, meetings ond publico-
tions. Four scientific meetings took ploce in Lisbon, Cotonio, f sllose ond Udine.
A congress, "Porositis 88", took ploce in Borcelono.
Applicolion  of remole sensing to ogriculturql stotistics
(Remote  Sensingf
This proiect consists of seven octions, the first four moking up the moior themes
ond the lotter three being in support of these moin octions; only the first four
octions mode much proqress in 
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Regionol  invenlories
Five contiguous oreos (20,000 sq km) in Europe were selected os test sites.
Controctois  hove collected ground doto reloted to these oreos ond hove com-
pored them with high-resolution sotellite doto token ot the some time.
The results of the first yeor's ground surveys hove been presented recently.
Vegetotion conditions ond yield indicotors
Controctors hove been engoged to demonstrote  the opplicotion of low-
resolution sotellite doto for the monitoring  of crop development ond eorly wor-
ning of unusuol growth conditions. Softwore is being developed, in colloboro-
tion-with the Europeon  Spoce Agency, to moke row sotellite  doto more useful
for ogriculturol  opplicotions.
Models of yield prediction
Tenders were received for o doto bose contoining historicol informotion on
crops, climote ond ogro-meteorology; the obiective is to improve the stotisti-
col prediction of the yield for Europe.  The first results of these studies ore ex-
oected in the summer of 1989.
Ropid estimotes of chonges in ocreoges ond potentiol yield
An octivity hos lust been storted to obtoin ropid estimotes of chonges in ocre-
oge ond potentiol yield. The obiective  is the instollotion of o system in which
h'rgh resoiution  sotellite doto ore received ot o dedicoted stotion, ropidly pro-
ceised, ossessed  ond delivered to Brussels  within o few doys ofter the sotellite
posso9e.
JRC Suppori for Environmentol  Policy
JRC is providing  DG Xl with technicol ossistonce ond supporting implemento-
tion of EC-direitives  in the field of Chemicols, Atmospheric  Pollution,  Woter
Quolity, Chemicol Woste ond Moior Accidents.
Chemicols ( Environment|
The finol moster version of EINECS (Europeon Inventory of Existing Chemicol
Substonces,  on essentiol port of the79183 EEC directive on the lobelling ond
tronsport of dongerous  substonces)  is now estoblished. To focilitote o future
systemotic  evoluotion of existing chemicols  ot the Community level, bosed on
the EINECS  inventory, o pilot study hos been corried out with the oim of struc-
turing the inventory occording to chemicol composition.  At the some time, o
list oJ 5OO chemicols hos been prepored which is bosed on production  fi-
gures from the ECDIN doto bonk ond now represents the "Commission List"
of nign production chemicols  in the Community.A work on "chemicol chgroc-
terizJtion" of Europeon  soils storted with the sompling ond onolysis  of six re-
oresentotive soils.JRC SUPPORT  TO COMMUNITY POLICIES
Figure 70: Various precipitation  collectors at the JRC
EMEP Station
e*
{rt rl
Figure 71: Reaction cell 0f a low range S0z'monitor
(<2  ppb)
Atmospheric  Pollution (Environment)
The Centrol Loborotory for Air Pollution Meosurements, set up for the imple-
mentotion of the EC 801779 directive on linrl'ts ond guide volues for SOr ond
suspended  porticulotes,  continued its mission with the check o{ 29 notionol field
meosuring  stotions.The  first quolity  ossuronce  progromme referring to the hor-
monisoiion of vorious meosuring  methods  existing in Member  Stotes wos op-
proved in on EC expert meeting in Morch  I 988.The JR-EMEP  stotion operoted
continuously  under the Long RANGE  Tronsboundory Air Pollution Convention.
The imolementotion  of totol hvdrocorbon  meosurements hos been tested in the
loborotory.
Woter Quoliry (Environmentf
Four supporting proiects hove been ogreed with DG Xl ond reloted study con-
trocts hove been concluded  with externol loborotories  including, preporotion
of ecotoxicologicol reports for two pesticides; review of woter quolity ston-
dords; review of sources of heovy metols (8, As, Mo, Ni, Zn, Cu, Cr) ond
effect of woter oxygenotion on the distribution of heovy metols (Cu, Cd, Zn, Ni).
Chemicol Woste (Environment)
A fost method for screening  PCBs ot 50 ppm level in oil ond other environmen-
tol somples is under investigotion.
At the some time o new isomer specific HRGC-ECD method, to be useo os
o reference  loborotory  method, hos been successfully developed.  This method
hos olso been tested in two internotionol  interloborgtory comporisons on sludge
ond oil reference moteriols.
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Figure 72: Analysis  of toxic  PCBs in oil by
dual'column high resolution gas chromatography
Figure 73: lt is now recognised  that lire is one of the
main agents  of environmental  degradation  in tropical
and subtropical  areas (right). In addition bush fires
have a direct impact on atmospheric  chemistry.
NoAA-AVHRR  images  are currently being used in the
study ol fire dlstribution in West  Africa (above).
Molor Accidents Reporting System (Sofety Technologyf
The occidents reoorted bv the Notionol Authorities were stored in this doto
bonk for eosy retrievol. They were onolysed ond discussed with the Authori-
ties in order to improve preventive  meosures.
Work on comporison of notionol proctices  for sofety reports, emergency plon-
ning ond risks communicotion hos been promoied  os the bosis for hormonizo-
tion of notionol  guidelines towords o common sofety policy.
JRC Support for Development Policy
Monitoring of vegetotion in tropicol ond subtropicol oreos:
crop production, wotershed  conditions ond tropicol deforestqtion
(Remote Sensingf .
An operotionol  imoge onolysis system  wos instolled to ollow the ropid proces-
sing of the AVHRR doto obtoined from the Mospolomos receiving stotion.
Three moin themes,  reloted to the study of vegetotion dynomics  ore investigo-
ted, the evoluoiion of roinfed crop production  in sub-sohelion countries, the
ossessment  of environmentol  conditions  in the Upper Niger wotershed ond the
dynomics of tropicol deforestotion.
The themes investigoted during this reporling yeor oll beor some relevonce  to
the study of "globol chonge". The scole odopted  in the onolysis  is indeed moin-
ly oriented toword regionol  to subcontinentol  ossessments. In oddition, the phe-
nomeno under observotion, such os primory productivity, tropicol deforestotion
ond biomoss burning, ore moior porometers in the evoluotion  of climotic im-
poct upon the biosphere.  Conversely,  some of the chonges being observed
hove o direct impoct on climotic porometers ond otmospheric chemistry of lorge
d rada
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Figure 74. A member  oJ the ESTI team during on site
rneasurements  of a photovoltaic  installation  in the
Alps  (alttude  2610 m)
Figure 75: Photovoltaic  m0dules m0unted on the roof
ol a dairy farm near Cork, lreland
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JRC Suppoil for Energy Policy
Rotionol  use of energy qnd new energies
(Systems Engineering)
JRC lspro collects ond disseminotes technicol informotion ond provides techni-
col odvice io the Community Energy  Bus Progromme.  Three doto boses con-
cerning the rotionol use of energy in smoll ond medium size industries  were
out in ooerotion.
Assistonce wos provided concerning demonstrotion proiects in the field of pro-
iect selections, monitorinl;  compoigns,  doto onolysis ond systems hordwore
testing.
Inspections ond on-site m3osurements were corried out ot 5 photovoltoic (PV)
instollotion sites. Results from monitoring  15 PV proiects were onolysed. The
progress of new proiects hos been followed ond the entries in the SESAME
doto bonk updoted  correspondingly.  The octivities o{ the Europeon  Working
Group on PV-Plont Monitoring ond the issuing of o PV Monitoring Newsletter
hove been continued.  For solor thermol  proiects o telemonitoring  system for
centrolized  ocquisition o{ doto is being developed.
For energy soving proiecls o study of their likely replicobility hos been set up.
Sofeguords (Systems Engirreering,  Centre for ln{ormotion Technologies ond Elec-
tronics, Tronsuronium  Elerrents, CBNM)JRC ANNUAL  REPORT I9B8
Figure 76: Solar-thermal  panels  heat a swimming
pool in Chevetogne,  Belgium,  while its electric supply
is provided  by photovoltaic  modules.
The moin ochievements  in the octivities  in support  to the Sofeguords Inspecto-
rote ore os follows'
.  o computer-oided  video surveillonce system wos developed ond loboro-
tory tested; it is being delivered to the Luxembourg Inspectorote  heod-
quorters;
o technicol support in the field of sofeguords informotion systems  wos initio-
ted; in porticulor, o moteriol  occountoncy doto evoluotion system (MADES)
wos developed ond instolled on the computer ot heodquorters;
o the onolyticol support to the Sofeguords  Direciorote  wos continued  (ECSAM
octivity). In oddition, certoin onolyticol  techniques  were furiher developed
(o robotic instollotion wos coupled to on experi system) ond o doto link to
Luxembourg  hos been instolled ond the necessory sofiwore written;
o A number of troining courses for inspectors  ond o physicol inventory verifi-
cotion exercise were held on non-destructive essoy methods.
JRC Support to the Customs Union
Environment ond Sofety Technologies
Technicol ossistonce wos given for the implementotion of the E.C. Regulotion
2340186 concerning chemicol ond biologicol substonces.
Expertise wos provided on orcoocid sulpho-rhodomine G; it consisted of the
identificotion of the chemicol  component ond the certificotion of Europeon sup-
oliers.
Refroctory sonds to prepore moulds for non-ferrous metols, orgonic  somples
ond cotolysts  were investigoted ond severol somples of storch were onolysed
by polorimetry  ond enzymotic methods.
Advice wos given on the technicol-scientific chorocteristics of possibly duiy-
free imported instruments, ond technicol ossistonce wos olso given for discus-
sion ot the Court of Justice.
57JRC WORK FOR THIRD
PARTIES
Work for third porties will constitute  in the future o growing
for the JRC.Torgei volues ore given in the next toble.
Table 1: Target value for Work for Third Parties (Mioecu)
Year  1S88  1989  1990
source of revenue
Total
78
52
130
HFR
Other third party work
TOTAL
17.2
2.9
20.1
19.4
t4.o
34
1991
21.3
18.6
39.9
20.1
15.9
To ochieve such ombitious  gools, in 1988 the JRC lounched on oggressive po-
licy towords  the commerciolisotion  of its services ond o heolthy response through -
out mosto{the JRC Institutes  hos been given to fhis urgent requirementto ot-
troct controcts  for the Europeon industry. Alreody todoy, the totol signed con-
troctuol work for third porties (outside HFR) omounts  to more thon 4.5 Mioecu*),
but revenues poid for such octivities in I 988 ore still modest ond oround 2 Mio-
ecu. Eorly results moy be summorized os follows'
During 1988, the reoctor operoted well ond occording to schedule.  Routine
mointenonce  ond modificotion octivities, including  the first in-service inspection
ofter the vessel replocement,  were corried  out in the moin stop periods  in Morch
ond July/August. As o meosure to prolong HFR operotion in view of potentiol
fuel supply deloys, reoctor power wos lowered ond the cycle length wos
reouceo.
+) Toiol envisoged revenues  of signed ond coniroctuol  work expected  oi present  is in the order o{
l5 Mioecu over lour +o {ive yeors.
Exploitotion of rhe High
Flux Reoclor
Institute for Advonceo
Moteriols, Petten
Figure 77: Electron  beam  welding of test components
for irradiation  in the HFR Petten
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Frgure  78: The Cherenkov  effect
in the view of the reactor pool  a1
can be cleany seen
the HFR Petten
The test progromme  comprised steody-siote  ond tronsient  tests of fuels for LWRs,
HTRs ond LMFPRs; rodiotion domoge investigotions, including rodiotion en-
honced creep of grophite  ond steels for opplicotion  in fission ond fusion reoc-
tors; the extensive  use of beom tubes for nucleor physics ond solid stote phy-
sics progrommes, ond rodioisotope production for medicol ond other uses.
Activities to up-grode,  modernise ond improve  equipment  ond techniques were
successfully  conducted. lmportont  developments  include LWR fuel rod test-
ing {ocilities,  o control system  for swept HTR fuel experiments  ond design work
for in-pile bioxiol creep experiments.
The neutron  rodiogrophy focilities ore now well equipped  for industriol oppli-
cotions. A morket sludy ond octive promotion including  o demonstrotion  of the
method led to promising  contocts. A new field of uiilisotion  for the HFR is the
neutron copture theropy method  to treot speciol iypes of concer. A cooperoti-
ve group comprising  JRC Petten, ECN ond the Dutch Concer Institute hos be-
gun o design study for o clinicol focility. Support from the Commission's Medicol
Reseorch Progromte olso contributes to progress in this field.
The Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurements hos concluded  severol work
for third oorties,
More thon 2OO speciol somples ond torgets (thin deposits, foils, pelleis, pure
metol wire or olloy pieces) were prepored, chorocterized ond delivered to cu-
stomers in industries,  notionol  orgonisotions or Universities;
Vorious moteriols were prepored for the next test rounds within the Regulor
Europeon  Meosurement Evoluotion  Progromme  (REIMEP), UO, powder, UO,
pellets, uronyl nitrote,  Pu nilrote, MOX pellets, synthetic input solution ond spent
fuel input solutions;
Two series of irrodiotions were performed ot o Von de Grooff beom line, on
requesi by the SCK/CEN  Mol, for rodiobiologicol studies on mice;
Nucleor Meosurements
Figure 79: The 3.7 MV Van de Graaff accelerator  al
the CBNM  used for nuclear  measurements  and the
assay of trace elements
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Tronsuronium Elements
Advqnced Moteriqls
Four test borrels of seoled woste from NIRAS (Notionole lnstelling voor Rodiooc-
tief Afuol en Spliltstoffen) were meosured by a -roy spectrometry ond finolly o
test quolity ossuronce  progromme wos performed for ionizotion  chomber
meosurements of szCo with I I porliciponts  from Belgion hospitols.
The Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements concluded  vorious controcts in 1988'
Eight unirrodioted  rods with uronium-plutonium  mixed corbide fuel rod ore being
conditioned ond tronsformed by heot treotment into oxide for fudher processing;
Fuel solutions ore being onolysed for Am, Cm, ond Np content;
Ten somples  of mixed oxide fuel, token from different rodiol positions  of irro-
dioted fost breeder reoctor fuel pins, ore being onolysed electrochemicolly  for
their oxygen potentiol;
The_ oxygen potentiol of UO, doped with GdrO, will be meosured  in o spe-
ciolly designed  electrolytic c-ell;
The formotion ond composition  of residues  oppeoring  during dissolution of uro-
nium oxide fuel irrodioted in LWR will be investigoted;
Chevron-notched  short-rod type indentotion  meosurements ore being perfor-
med with 1O somples of Y2O3 ond MgO in order to determine their mechoni-
col strength;
The content of sodium tetroborote  of low octiviiy somples from the boric ocid
reservoir of severol power stotions is being determined;
Preporotory work for the {obricotion  of olloys contoining Np ond Am ond the
thermophysicol ond thermodynomic investigotion of these moteriols  in view of
their use os fuel for the tronsmutotion of minor octinides is on schedule;
Non-destructive  onolysis, destruciive  investigotion, burn-up determinotion, oxy-
gen potentiol meosurements  ond onneoling experiments will be performed with
Pu-enriched  LWR fuel somoles'
ond o feosibility study for the determinotion of the Pu content of un-irrodioted
MOX fuel somples  using on interrogotion  technique with on l92lr source hos
been performed in 1988.
Totol revenues  in I 988 of the Institute of Tronsuronium Elements in work for third
porties omount to 500.000 Ecus.
The Institute of Advonced Moteriols hos signed in 1988 obout 20 controcts
spreod throughout the reseorch functions of the Institute. The controcts  omount
to more thon I Mecu. The overoge volue of o controct is thus smoll (obout
50.000 Ecu) ond some controcts were indeed much smoller thon this. The oc-
ceptonce of smoll controcts during this build-up phose hos been encourogeo
by monogement  in order to develop o "trock record" in this type of R&D ond
olso to help introduce the new ottitude throughout the Institute. There ore ol-
reody signs thot this is hoving the desired effect, wiih certoin firms expressing
on interest for further worr.
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Environment
Cerioin controcts  show thot, os expected,  industry is toking odvontoge  of spe-
ciolised JRC focilities for tests ond services. However, o growing proportion
of the controcts ore being ottrocted, under highly competitive circumsTonces,
by JRC scientific competences  which ore unique in some fields, os in the study
of the performonce of turbine blodes in thermol fotigue conditions  for the oero-
nouiicol industry, or the corrosion  resistonce  of new ceromics in oggressive
otmospheric conditions. This is the type of interoction with industry which  is being
fostered.
In oddition to the biloterol  controcts with industry, R&D network schemes ore
being pursued. Exomples include o Club of potentiol users of o ceromic mote-
riols doto bonk; o Club for developing Sensor Moteriols, ond o Consortium
of four leoding Europeon loborotories to offer R&D services in moteriols  cho-
rocterisotion ond performonce to industry.
The following work for Third Porties wos conducted  by the Institute for the En-
vironment
Environmeniol  Protection
Within the Fromework  of the Agreement between JRC ond the ltolion Ministry
for the Environment,  proposols hove been submitted  for funding in the field of
toxic wostes,  risk onolysis  ond pollution obotement ond reclomotion plons for
the Po river bosin.
Nucleor Wosfe
Two controcts hove been signed with ENRESA, Spoin, in the field of rodio-
octive woste monogement. They oim to increose the Sponish copobilities  in
sofety ossessment ond reloted experimentol  reseorch, by developing o ver-
sion of the JRC sofety ossessment code LISA especiolly toilored for the Sponish
geologicol situotion, ond by studying the decommissioned  uronium mine ot El
Berrocol os o noturol onologue for octinide migrotion from o woste storoge site.
The controcts cover o period of three yeors ond envisoge the detochment of
three Soonish  scientists ot JRC lsoro.
The following work for Third Porties wos conducted  by the Institute  for Sofety
Technology.
Decontominotion ond nucleor meosurements
Tests were performed  for chemicol decontominotion  of mechonicol components
from power stotions ond for incinerotion of low octivitv resins. Both octivities
were executed  in close cooperotion with the controctor.
One controct wos reloted to the meosurement of emitting moteriol from woste
drums, using meosuring  techniques developed by JRC.
Sofety Technology
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Colculotion models ond codes
Two smoll controcts were concluded  to develop fluid mechonics codes.
Thermohydroulic  experiments
The LOBI focility wos sponsored by BMFT from the beginning  ond continues
to receive support to perform the lost tests which ore specified by BMFT olone,
but the results of which ore ovoiloble to oll Member Stotes.
The following work for Third Porties were conducted by the Institute for Sys-
tems Engineering. Syslems Engineering
Figure 80: An interror  view of ESTI:  High
temperature/  high humidity climatic chamber  where
photovoltaic  modules  are exposed  to an accelerated
lifelime stress.  This test is one out ol 15 which a
module has to pass  successfully  before  it is certified
according  to our specification  EUR 502
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I nformqtion Technologies
Quolificotion of photovoltoic modules on ESTI
lssuing of quolificotion  certificotes ond performonce  meosurements of photo-
voltoic modules on ESTI instollotions. In 1988, nine different types of modules
involving monocrystolline, polycristolline ond omorphous  silicon cells, from Eu-
ropeonr Americon ond Joponese firms hove been certified occording to pro-
cedure 502, o procedure which in greot port hos been developed ot JRC.
Energy onolysis of regionol building stock
A coniroct hos been possed with Regione Lombordio  for the development ond
opplicotion  of energy onolysis of regionol building stock with the oim of identi-
fying ond testing procedures of certificotion of building energy performonce.
During the period, o regionoldoto  bose utilizing the DMBS/ADABAS  hos been
developed ond is being implemented  to ossess onolysis techniques  of vorious
energy conservotion  meosures. A monitoring compoign  of 4 oportment  buil-
dings in the Vorese oreo hos been initioted to investigote energy porometer
identificotion  techniques.
Risk of tronsportotion of dongerous  nolure
JRC is corrying out this work os o subcontroctor of the University of Piso os
port of the CNR's Strotegic Proiect "Tronsport". The three yeor proiect  hos
been storted with on onolysis  of the potentiol occident scenorios  bosed on re-
cords of roods ond roilwov occidents.
BRITE Proiect P.124 - Subcontroct by SNEA
The work is iust storted. JRC hos been osked to define the orchitecture of on
expert system to improve the inspection  copobilities for industriol pression ves-
sels ond off-shore  olotforms.
CAD/CAE opplicotions in support to SME
Finite Element Method Anolysis work ond supporl for CAD troining hos been
controcted to JRC by o monufocturer  of cor subossemblies.  This type of work
is expected to be extended  to other Smoll qnd Medium Enterprises.
Design of the cooling sysfem for IGNITOR
A consultoncy  controct for the conceptuol design of the cooling system of lGNl-
TOR hos been controcted  to JRC bv Tecnomore Brown Boveri.
The Centre for Informotion Technologies  ond Electronics hos submitted o num-
ber of proposols, in cooperotion  with industriol consortio, to the ESPRIT ll com-
petition; two of them hove been selected' ARCHON (with KRUPP ATLAS) ond
KWICK (with BULL). ond Electronics
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Gelino, the Geel electron lineor occelerotorr  wos operoted  for neorly.3o00h
J 
"oor.rirotely 
its full copocity ,75o/o ol the ovoiloble mochine time (opero-
;.;il;  ; ;;t;";"rnd the clock, for 40 workins  weeks)', The Gelino hos been
used for phyiics experiments, moinly (B 1 %) {or short burst-high resolution  neutron
production.
ThJ MV Von de Grooff occelerotor  wos olso operoted ot neorly full copo-
.itf to. opproximotely 25OOh, with occosionol  shift work. lts operotion hos been
dedicoted to neutron experiments ond to neutron  irrodiotion  for rodiobiology
,trJrrr. ln oddition, the some teom operoted the 3.5 MV Von de Grooff for
50tr;iiis ovoiloble iime for Porticle-lnduced  X Roy Emission (PIXE) ond Ruther-
ford bockscottering experiments.  This equipment  is being upgroded to improve
its spotiol resolution (microbeom)'
ISPRA
LOBI (LWR of Normql Behoviour  lnvestigotion)
LOBI is o lorge test loop for the study o{ off-normol  behoviour  in light woter
primory cooling circuits.
4 LOBI experiments hove been performed  during the firsi holf of l9BB,
l. Test BL-]6,  Specified by GRS (Gesellschoft fOr Reokior sicherheit)
(19.3.l9B8) (D) O.4% Breok in Cold Les
2. Test BL-03'  Specified  bY JRC
(15.4.1988) Steom Generotor Heot Loss
Operotion of Lorge
lnstollotions
Fiqure 81: A view ol part 0f the Geel [leclron Linear
Adcelerator  (GELINA) used for physics  experiments
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Figure 82: A 'birds-eye'  view ol the FARO facility
showing preparational  work 0n the U02 melting
furnace
3. Test Al-93 Specified bv GRS (D)
(30.4. I 9BB)  2o/o Break in Cold Leg
4. Test Al -94' Specified  bv GRS (D)
(25.3.1 988)  4o/o Breok in Cold Leg
During the execution of the 5th LOBI test on 22.6.1988  the heoter rod bundle
foiled. The instollotion of the new heoter rod bundle tookthe second port of
l98B ond the experiment restorted in Februory  1989.
FARO (Experiment Focility for Fuel Melting)
FARO is o multipurpose  focility to investigote post occident heot removol ond
interoctions between fuel ond coolont in nucleor reoctors.
In lgBB the first lorge sodium -UO, interoction test hos been performed using
1OO kg of UO, ot otout 3OOO'C ond tSO dm3 of No ot 40OoC.  This test ond
others similor t6 be corried out fulfill one of the principol requirements for which
this instollotion wos built, i.e. to investigote whether  violent explosions  occur
when using lorge mosses of UO, in o interqction test. A preliminory onolysis
of results tho*i ihe imporionce-of sodium temperoture for the {ormotion of
UO, debris ond ollows us to estimote the penetrotion  depth of UO, iets in
SOOIUM.
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In oddition,  two molten pool experiments  hove been performed in the furnoce
to chorocterise the temperoture  ond geometry of the UO, molten pool.
The success in running these experiments suggests the use of this instollotion
to solve occident  monogement problems for Light Woter Reoctors.  Feosibility
studies were storted ond results ore beinq discussed  with Member Stotes.
LDTF (Lorge Dynomic Test Focility)
The Lorge Dynomic Test Focility (LDTF) hos unique feotures {or testing under
reolistic Aeometricol ond looding conditions the influence  of weldings  ond defects
in moteriols on the dynomic behoviour  of structures.
In 1988 tests were conducied on the effects of welded  ioints showing the overoll
ductile behoviour of specimens.  Experiments  were olso performed on structures
with lorge cross sections to check crock instobility criterio derived {rom tests
on smoll specimens.
Finolly tests were conducted ot 350 ond 550oC to meosure high temperoture
behoviour of steels.
During 1988, 400/o of the moximum  LDTF operotion time wos used. This focility
is thus ovoiloble for other opplicotions ond for externol  customers.
Figure 83: The Large Dynamic  Test  Facitity (LDTF) in
the process  of testing a reinforced  concret6  beam'
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Figure 84: Laser  scanning is under devel0pment  as a
new diagnostic  tool for photovoltaic  cells
ESTI (Europeon Solor Tesf Instollotion)
The ESTI focility is used to develop test procedures for photovoltoic devices;
in 1988, the work consisted of certificotion  ond colibrotion of photovoltoic
modules ond sensors occording to procedures  EUR I 0l ond 502 which involve
both performonce  ond quolificotion  tests
Output in 1988'
.  colibrotion of 64 rodiotion sensors
.  performonce testing of l05 modules  from l0 different componies of 5
countries (Third Porty Work)
.  issue of l0 comolete  certificotion  documents.
MAINFRAME COMPUTER
The Centre is equipped with o lorge moinfrome  computer bocked up by ex-
tensive ouxiliory equipment ond highly developed networks linking computers
ond terminols  ot the Centre ond with occess to public doto tronsmission networks.
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Figure 85: Automated  tape cartridge library containing
1200 Gioabvtes of archival data with robot'controlled
access  dlus 'juke box' optical disk archive  (worm)
with 300 Gigabytes of data
During I 988 the moinfrome computer  wos used 80% by scientific technicol op-
plicottns, 140/o by odministrotion ond 60lo by other users, notobly  outside
customers.  lt wos ovoilo6le 24 hours per doy ond used to copocity. Following
o coll {or tender, the moinfrome  wos reploced  in December  'l988, 
increosing
its copocity by o foctor 2.2 to 2.4 with new feotures  for the operoting  system
migroting towords UNIX.
CYCLOTRON
The Cyclotron hos been operoted on o one ond two shift bosis ond olso oround
the clock, occording  to the requirements  of the experimentol  progromme.  In
1988, the net effective time for experimentol  irrodiotions hos been oround I .600
hours, olthough  the Cyclotron operoted for neorly 2.000 hours.
The breokdown between the moior cotegories  of experiments omounts to
Fusion Moteriols  850/o
Environmentol  Troce Anolysis  9o/o
Third Porty Controcts  60/o
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Figure 86: The cyclotron and switching magnet in the
cyclotron shielded  cell
Figure  87: View of the JRC Petten,  in Holland,  which
houses  the High  Flux Reactor  (HFR)
PETTEN
HIGH FLUX REACTOR
The High Flux Reoctor wos operoted in I 9BB for 240 doys, ond the overoge
o..rpotion of the irrodioiion  posiiions  in HFR hos been 77o/o.The breok-down
into ihe vorious cotegories  of irrodiotion experiments is os follows,
LWR
LBR
HTR
Fusion
4o/o
I O7o
l2o/o
29o/o
Rodionuclide production I4o/o
Nucleor Physics  l0o/o
Solid Stote Phvsics  Bo/o
Miscelloneous  l3o/o
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Construction of new
instqllotions
Figure 88: Completing  work inside  one of the PETRA
experimental  cells
PETRA
(Focility for Treotment of Rodiooctive Woste)
The construction of the PETRA focility ot lspro wos
the successful performonce  of the components ond
terminoted in 1988, with
systems functionol  tests.
PERTA
(Performonce  ond Troining Loborotory  - Nucleor Sofeguords)
The civil engineering  work of the Perlo focility wos completed  in 1988 ond the
further equipping  of the loborotory will coniinue in 1989. Meonwhile the Pre-
Perlo loborotory  hos operoted fully for the development of non-destructive
techniques,  the execution  of o physicol  inventory  verificotion exercise by teoms
of sofeguords inspectors ond for troining courses for inspectors.
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Figure 89: Reception  0l the plutonium standard
samoles  at the PERLA facilitv
ETHEL
(Europeon Tritium Hondling Experimentol Loborotory)
The outhorizotion from ENEA-DISP  for the construction  of the Tritium Hondling
Loborotory (ETHEL) up to the inoctive commissioning of the loborotory hos been
obtoined. Ground preporotion ond construciion of the building were storied
in October.
Most of the other subsvstems hove been ordered. Some of them ore in on od-
vonced stoge of construction, like the lorge coisson  on the glove boxes. The
liquid ond gor.orr woste storoge ond buffer tonks hove olreody been delivered
to the lspro site.
REACTION WALL
The design study of the reoction-woll  focility wos storted in Jonuory 1988. Phose
I of the sludy wos completed  in July 1988 ond included the production of o
generol loyout of the loborotory, the optimizotion ond structurol design- of .the
ieoction  woll/strong  floor system ond o preliminory cost evoluotion  of the focility.
Phose ll, the finol phose of the design study, wos begun in August 24, 1988,
ond will be completed by the end of Moy, 1989.
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THE MICROWAVE SIGNATURE LABORATORY
The Europeon remote sensing  user community expressed,  on severol occosions,
the urgent need for on "open" Europeon  Signoture Loborotory  (EUSIL). Since
such o focility is beyond the scope of notionol groups, the JRC took the in-
itiotive to instoll one ot lspro. After finishing o detoiled design study, under-
token by o leoding Europeon compony,  the implementotion phose wos storted
by the end of I 988. lt will be continued throughout the yeor 1989. The first
experiments ore plonned to toke ploce in the eorly summer of 1990.
THE LASER AND ION BEAM FACITITY
A speciol ottribution of investment oppropriotion by the Europeon Porlioment
in 1987, mode possible  the reolizotion  ot the JRC of o unique focility for the
synthesis  of new moteriols, including  the engineering of their surfoces. In 1988,
the design of the integroted  "Loser foundry", hos been |rozen, toking into oc-
count the existence of ossocioted oncillory equipment ond loborotory services
ovoiloble ot the lspro site. The 2 Mioecu funds provided for the Focility hove
been committed, for the lon lmplontotion System, the two Loser Surfoce Treot-
ment Stotions,  the Sconning  Surfoce Anolysis System ond the Plosmo Surfoce
l)anncitian  I lnit
The Focility os o whole will be operotionol eorly in 1989.
Figure 90: A model  of the proposed  microwave
signatufe  laboratory  incorporating  a coherent
p0larimetric  scatterometer  (1 40 GH4 The laboratory
will permit  the detailed  analysis  of the mechanisms  of
microwave  scattering.
Figure 91: A detail of the beam line which  forms a parl
of the heavy ion mplanter,  a new facilrty recently
installed  at the JRC ispra for advanced  materrals
studies.
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RESTRUCTURATION AND
STAFF POLICY
The structure  of the JRC hos been modified drosticollv in order to foce the chol-
lenge of its new tosks.
These modificotions  toke into occount the recommendotions expressed by the
Senior Industriolists Ponel which suggest estoblishing o cleor seporotion  bet-
ween the progromme  monogement ond the monogement of resources.  This
leods to greoter odministrotive, finonciol ond scientific outonomy for the new
units, which ore to be well identified  ond given more responsibility.
The reolizotion of these new principles  hos led to the creotion of eight scientific
institutes  ond o Centre for Informotion  Technologies.  In oddition to the nine scien-
tific units o Directorote for Administrotion for the whole JRC (locoted ot lspro)
hos been defined. lts tosk will be to give the necessory support to the units
locoted ot lsoro ond direct ossistonce to the Generol Directorote for motters
concerning the nine newly creoted  units. Fudhermore o Progromme  Directoro-
te hos been creoted in Brussels  for strotegic plonning purposes  ond to provide
scientific coordinotion.
The detoiled orgonigromme  is given in Annex C.
The JRC outhorized  stoff omounts  to 2l 80, including both the scientificJechnicol
ond the odministrotive cotegories.
Employees  ore governed by the stoff regulotions for employees of the Euro-
peon Communities.  For mony yeors the JRC hos only recruited  stoff os tempo-
rory ogents; ot present 5370 of the totol stoff ore temporory  ogents ond 47o/o
ore officiols in the scientific-technicol ond odministrotive coiegories.
During I 988, I 1 8 ogents left the JRC, 45 people hove been recruited os tem-
porory ogents ond 4 people were tronsferred in from other services  of the Com-
mission. The odministrotive stoff hos been reduced  by tronsferring B0 ogents
with their oosts to the Generol Administrotion of the Commission.
A new stoff policy hos been defined within the fromework  of the existing stoff
regulotions.
The current policy of recruiting  temporory  ogents hos been continued.  For the
scientific-technicol  ogents the need for possible controct prolongotion  is osses-
sed ot the end of the period (up to five yeors). Furthermore, for specific tosks,
scientists ond technicions will be recruited on the bosis of three yeor non-
renewoble controcts.
These meosures  hove been token to increose the scientific vitolity ond flexiblity
of the JRC; to the some end, more flexible regulotions  for scientific visitors ond
secondment of scientific-technicol stoff from notionol, public ond privote bo-
dies hove been introduced. These new regulotions together with those for groni
holders (young reseorch  fellows) hove olreody been put into use; they hove
stimuloted on increosed flow of people from these cotegories into the JRC.
A finol meosure with respect to stoff policy consists of o proposol for termino-
tion of service for IOO officiols. This regulotion  is before the Council ond the
Porlioment.  A decision  is expected  eorly in I 989 ond the regulotion should to-
ke effect during thot yeor.
New Orgonigrqmme
Srqff Policy
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Visiting Scientists ond
Scienrific Fellows
The JRC troins high-level  speciolists through o progromme  of fellowships,  which
is opplicoble to three different cotegories of condidotes'
-  undergroduote  students;
-  postgroduote  students  preporing o moster's or o doctor's degree
-  post-doctorol  fellows.
Fellows ore given o gront losting from one to three yeors.
Toble 2 shows where these fellows worked in the vorious JRC sites during 1988.
Table 2: Fellows by place of work and by categories
Besides this type of fellowship,  the JRC hosts visiting scientists, mostly profes-
sors on sobboticol leove ond senior scientists; they ore oppointed for one yeor.
58 visiting  scientists (lspro 40, Geel 13, Korlsruhe 4, Petten  I ) resided in the
JRC in 1988.
The visiting scientists ond scientific  fellows totol 286 individuols.
77Expenditures committed
in 1988
The commitment  credits fixed by the Budgetory Authority for the execution by
the JRC of the Specific Reseorch Progrommes ond of the S/T Suppori Activities
to the Commission, ore os follows,
-  Specific Reseorch
Progrommes
-  S/T Support to the
Commission
Totol 205.I Mioecus
Other resources for the operotion of HFR ond for work for third porties ore,
- 
HFR Reoctor  17,2 Mioecus {supplementory  progromme)
-  Work for Third Porties 2.9 Mioecus (Estimotion)
20..| Mioecus
The totol omount of the credits ovoiloble is therefore 225.2 MioEcus.
Detoils obout 'l988 
commitmenis  ore given in the two following tobles occord-
ing to the Specific Reseorch progrommes, Explorotory  Reseorch, S/T Support
to the Commission  ond Work for Third Porties (HFR Reoctor ond others).
Table 3: Commitments  for programme execution 1988 (Rounded figures,  Mioecu)
Tobl  1988 Budgat
','., 
;5
'irrr..
..'.'rrtl.'li!i$j
,'*t!1.6.t'l
l,1..1,:t,t.:.,
-
',rr".
t''
';;.2  ,
The difference between  ovoiloble credits ond commitments  is 5.4 Mioecus of
which 4 Mioecus were tronsferred  during the budgetory  exercise to other ports
of the budget.
The unused credits ore reloted moinly to underspending of personnel credits
(recruitment  wos postponed until the content of the I 988/1991 progromme  wos
183.5 Mioecus
2l.6.Mioecus
l..iit|ttfrrr$t  fit l$rrrr.:r...io rr'
r'.iirtlll  tllr!  i..,,$rr:t. r6
*) Estimoie,  out of budget.
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decided) with, in oddition,  obout 0.9 Mioecus for the Reoction Woll. The loter
omount should be tronsferred on 1989 ond the Commission  hos been osked
to outhorise this.
Toble 4 shows o proiection of the expenditures  expected during the four yeors
of the current Progromme.
Furthermore, o sum of I Mioecus hos been odded by the Budgetory  Authorities
in 1989 for "Reseorch octivities of Community interest"; thissum will be fully
committed to controctuol  work to be performed by Europeon industry.
Table 4: Annual and Total expenditures  1988 - 1991 (Rounded figures, Mioecu)
*)  Including the tronsfer of 0.9 Mioecu reloted to the Reoction  Woll
**) Of which 2.6 Mioecu :  contribuiion  in kind from ECN
79Publicqtions
In 1988 the JRC published 234 popers. The following Toble gives the distribu-
tion of these publicotions  between reseorch progrommes
Table A1: Distribution of JRC publications  between research programmes in 1988
Tdal
ri0'.
lttsl
ij
The development of these publicotions during the lost five yeors is illustroted
in Fig. 41.
The detoiled list of JRC publicotions is printed eoch yeor in the "Publicotions
Bulletin"; the lost issue number 8 (ISSN-0254-31  33) printed in June I 988 gives
the list of JRC oublicotions in 1987.
56
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25
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12
56
734
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Figure A1: Development  of JRC publications
(1 984-  1 988)
During 1988, l0 Euro Courses hove been held with o totol durotion  of 54 doys
in the following fields,
.  Risk ond Reliobility Anolysis
.  The environment
.  Heolth Physics ond Rodioprotection
o Remote Sensing
.  Energy
' 4 courses
' I course
' 2 courses
' 2 courses
' I course
The courses ore usuolly given in English with the exception of one course in
Heolth Physics ond Rodiotion Protection  which wos in ltolion; they ore generolly
orgonized ot the lspro site.
Euro Courses
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Applicorions of Results
Exhibitions qnd Fqirs
The course "Applied Thermoluminescence  Dosimetry"  ond the course
"Meteorology  of Air Pollution  in the Mediterroneon Areo" were held in Modrid
in colloborotion with CIEMAT, Centro de lnvestigociones  Energeticos,
Medioombientoles  y Tecnologico, Modrid.
The course "Advonced  Systems Reliobihty Modelling" wos held in Modrid  in
colloborotion with the Universidod  Politecnico de Modrid.
The course ,,Moior Hozord Anolysis" wos held in Thessoloniki  (GR) in colloboro-
tion with the Ministrv of the Environment,  Aihens, ond the courses "Possive Solor
Technologies for Buildings in Mediterroneon  Climotes" ond "Energy Auditing
TechniquJs  ond Methods" were held tn Kefolonio  (GR) in colloborotion with
the Technologicol  ond Educotionol Institute of Potros.
A limited loborotory octivity hos been devoted to the promotion of innovotion
tronsfer to industry ond other potentiol  users. This octivity deolt in porliculor with 
'
o support of exploitotion of new potents,
.  further development of inventions ond verificotion of the technicol
specificotions,
.  the omeliorotion of informotion through the construction of prototypes  ond
demonstrotion.
I I selected  proiects (see Toble A3) hove been supported with o totol finonciol
ollocotion of 260 Kecu ond o totol monpower contribution  of 8 mon-yeors.
The fields of opplicotion ore: Protection of the Environment (3 proiects), Energy
(3), Norms ond Stondords-Environment  {2), Teleinformotics (1), Moteriols (1)
ond Remote Sensing  (1 ). lmportont ochievements from the point of view of possi-
ble future opplicotions  ore'
o completion of the construction ond stort up of the ISPRA MARK 13 A pilot
plont for flue gos desulphurisotion  ot the Soros refinery in Sorroch (Sordinio),
o instollotion ot the request of Club Alpino ltoliono of o prototype system for
spontoneous downword heot tronsport on o mountoin shelter for the pro-
duction of woter from snow melting,
.  beginning  commerciolizotion of o new oxygen sensor to control burning pro-
cesses in industriol furnoces by CIFER SpA.
During the first months of 1988 l2 new potent proposols hove been put for-
word ond 23 potents hove been gronted.
In 'l988 
the JRC porticipoted in vorious events, including  multisectoriol foirs ond
soeciolized exhibitions  combined with on internotionol conference. A list of the
JRC porticipotions  is given in Toble 44.
In these events the JRC porticipoted with its own stond or os port of the EC
stond. The moin themes covered bv the JRC exhibits were: Protection  of the
Environment ond Sofety, Remote Sensing Applicotion  Techniques for lond use,
seo protection, ogriculture ond development, Computer  Modelling  ond Energy'
JRC knowhow ond results were presented by meons of live demonstrotions,
protoypes of potented innovotions ond oudiovisuol  documents.  Demonstrotions
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Press ond Public
Relotions
included the use of JRC Doto Bonks (ECDIN, lRlMS, HELP), new softwore for
imoge treotment ond ogriculture opplicotions,  ond vorious methods for pollu-
tion meosurements  ond ossessment. Morketoble innovotions in the field of morine
technologies,  outomotic remote sensing doto collection  ond tronsmission ond
development  of new odvonced sensors were olso omong the exhibits.
The ottendonce of visitors wos remorkoble, especiolly in the coses where the
JRC presented o selection of exhibits covering  o single theme of current  interest,
such os protection  of the environment, sofety, or spoce technology-reloted mot-
ters such os remote sensing.  In most coses the JRC stond wos olso visited by
the reoionol ond centrol outhorities on their officiol visit to the exhibition.
The JRC hosts numerous visitors ond meetings of its sites; on overview  is given
in the toble below.
Table A2: Visits and meetinos
Significont events included'
o Visit ot Geel of Mrs. P.A. Hoigh, Science ond Technology  Officer of the
US Mission to the EC (4 Februory)
.  Signing ot JRC lspro of the Spot lmoge - JRC contoct in the field of Remote
Sensing  {4 Morch).
.  Signing  of o reseorch  controct on the study of minor octinide olloys with possi-
ble use os fuel for on octinide  burner, to be corried out ot JRC Korlsruhe,
with ihe Centrol Reseorch Institute of the Electric Power Industry of Jopon,
in Brussels on Morch 7.
.  Visit to JRC lspro of Mr K.H. Nories, Vice-President  of the Commission  on
the occosion of one of the Boord of Governors  meeting (19 April).
.  Signing of the colloborotion ogreement beiween  the Lombordy Region Energy
Assessorship ond the JRC lspro on energy soving ond reseorch into
renewoble resources (16 Moy).
.  Spring Session  of the Arbeitskreis  Thermophysik in der Deutschen  Keromischen
Gesellschoft,  held ot JRC Korlsruhe on Moy l6 ond I 7.
o Porticipotion in the 36th World Congress FCE orgonizotion  of World Associo-
tion Women Entrepreneurs  (9-12 June) ond visit to the JRC lspro of 300
members (1 O June).
.  IAEA Seminor on Burn-uo Determinotion in LWR Fuel, held in Korlsruhe on
June 13- 16.
llrww
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Visit to JRC lspro of Mr A. Peponis, Greek Minister for Industry, Energy ond
Technology (1 O June).
Meeting ond Visit ot Geel of the Heods of the Press ond Informotion  Bureous
of the EC (23-24 Junel.
Visit to JRC lspro of o Chinese delegotion  led by Mr Chong Wu Ruon, Vice-
President of the Commission of Science ond Technology of the People's
Republic of Chino (13 July)
Visit to JRC lspro of o US Congress Delegotion of the Science, Spoce ond
Technology Commitiee o{ the House of Representotives  (22 August).
Visit to JRC lspro of on Austrion Delegotion  of Experts of the Environment
Ministry (2 September).
Microscopic ospecis of irreversible processes.
Lecturer,  Prof. Prigogine from University of Brussels ond Texos ot Austin (lspro
l4 Seotember).
Visit to JRC lspro of o Soviet Delegotion  of experts (22 September).
Workshop on Spent Fuel os o Nucleor Woste Form, in Korlsruhe  on Oc-
tober 5 - 6.
Visit of Dr. von Krosigk, Federol Ministry of Reseorch ond Technology, ot
JRC Korlsruhe on October  3.
Visit to JRC lspro of o Chinese delegotion led by Mrs Hu-Qi-Heng;  Secretory
Generol of the Chinese Acodemy of Science (10 October).
Symposium  "Tronsuronium Elements  Todoy ond Tomorrow"  with 250
delegotes from Europe ond overseos, in Korlsruhe on October 26 ond 27 .
Ceremony ot the occosion of the 25th onniversory of the Europeon  Institute
for Tronsuronium  Elements in Korlsruhe,  with Nobel Prize winner  Sir John Ken-
drew, Choirmon of the Boord of Governors of the JRC, Josef Rembser from
the Federol Government,  Horst Bohm, Choirmon of the Boord of Directors
of the Korlsruhe Nucleor  Reseorch  Centre,  Kurt Gouly, Moyor of Korlsruhe,
J.P. Contzen,  Director Generol of the JRC, ond K.H. Nories, Vice President
of the Commission  of the Europeon  Communities, os speokers.  The ceremoniol
oddress ("Poineering  the Nucleor Ag"") wos delivered by Nobel Prize win-
ner Glenn T. Seoborg.
Workshop  on Advonced Techniques for Rodiochemicol  Anolysis ot JRC
Korlsruhe on November 8-9.
Visit ot Geel of o delegotion from vorious Reseorch Institutes, PR of Chino
(1 5 November).
Meetings ot JRC lspro of the Joint Reseorch Committees EC-Finlond (21-22
April), EC-Norwoy  (24-25 November) ond EC-Austrio (1-2 December).
Visit ot Geel of o delegotion from the Frounhofer Institute for Chemicol
Technology (1 December).
Germon-ltolion  Seminor with the porticipotion  of members of the Europeon
Porlioment in the presence of the ltolion Minister for Reseorch, Mr. A. Ruberti
(3 December).
Signing of the ogreement between JRC lspro ond Cittd degli Studi, Biello
(1 6 December).
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Table A3: Innovations  from JRC Research, 1988
Table A4: JRC Participation in lairs and exhibitions during 1988
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Table A5; Detailed  breakdown Commitments 1988,
Year
Reference
1. Personnel
- Framework Programme
- out of Framework Programme
2. 0uality of lilfe
2.1. Radiation  Protection
- Evaluation  and Monitoring of Radioactivity
2.2. Environment
- Environmental  Protection
- Application  of Remote  Sensing  Techniques
- Industrial  Hazards
3. Modernisation of industrial  sectors
3.1. Science and technology of Advanced
Materials
- Advanced  Materials
3.2. Technical Standards,  Measurement
Methods and Reference  Materials
- N,uclear^Measurements  and ReJerence
tvtdtEt tdtD
- Reference Methods, reliability  oi structures
- Reference  Methods lor Non-Nuclear
Energies
4. Energy
4.1. Fission:  Nuclear Safety
- Reactor  Safety
- Radioactive  Waste Management
- Safeguards and Fissile Materials
Management
- Nuclear Fuels and Actinide  Research
4.2. Controlled  Thermonuclear Fusion
- Fusion Technology safety
5. Exploratory  research
Sub-total Framework Programme  (incl. Prep.
Res.) (2 to 5)
6. S/T Support to Commission
7. HFR
8. Other work for third parties
sub-total 6 to 8
Total within General  Budget (1 to 6)
Total 7 and 8 (outside General  Budget)
Budget  1988
1988
Gommitments
124.9"
'106.4
'1 8.4
30.9
13.7
4.0
4.4  3.8
7.7  8.2
9.1  9.3  9.3
2.3  p.m.  p.m.
70.3
10.3
12.4
**)
1.9
***)
24.6
210.9
14.3
225.2
1988
Budget
130.3
114.1
to.l
Two tobles ore provided to show in
more detoil the commitments  mode
in l9BB ond the generol situotion
os now foreseen for the yeors
1988t1991.
Toble A5, this toble compores the
commitments  mode by
eoch reseorch obiective
with the budget, the
personnel expenses be-
ing kept oport.
Toble 46, this toble is similor to
toble A5 but the per-
sonnet cost nos been
odded to the cost of
eoch reseorcn op-
iective.
*)  Does not include 
.l.5 
Mioecu io cover
personnel  expenses  of people  who were
lrons{er.ed to lhe Generol Budget. **)  Estimotion given in budget 19BB (OJ L
226, 1988) *x*)  p.m. in budget, internol JRC estimote
8B
0.9
1 1.9
0.9
0.9  0.9
12.0
6.2  6.1
?n  ae
2.7  2.7
6.9
0.8
1.4
6.1
o. l
9.2
6.7
o./
10.5
aa
I .L
1.8
1.5
1E A
3.8
29.8
9.1
LJ
69.3
12.4
10.8
2.5
25.7
206.5
ia  2
219.8 GRAND TOTALJRC ANNUAL REPORT I988
Table A6: Detailed  breakdown  Commitments 1988, Budget 1988
* 
) Figures  computed for eoch progromme obiective,  by odding  personnel  credits to specific  crediis
fioble I l).
liift;t:lrwlti,fi |ltilli;tww i,ltitt,ffiti, .:iiflw
w wrr$-ffi *
irlitt t{w tir:' rr**$, irrm
lilriiiltrliriwBoord of Governors
Joint Reseorch Centre
Sir John KENDREW
Choirmon
The Old Guildholl
4 Church  Lone
Linton
GB-CAMBRIDGE CBI 6JX
Monsieur Jeon-Pol  PONCELET
Cobinet Mme M. Smet
Secr6toire d'Etot d l'Environnement
Rue de lo Loi 56
B-IO4O BRUXELLES
Professor Flemming  WOLDBYE
Donish Reseorch Adminisirotion
Holmgnskonol Z
DK-I060 COPENHAGEN
Dr. Giinter  LEHR
Finkenbergstrosse  55
D-5300 BONN 3
Professor A.J. KARABELAS
Deporiment of Chemicol  Engineering
School of Engineering
University of Thessoloniki
GR.THESSALONIKI
Dr. Monuel MONTES  PONCE
DE LEON
Director de Tecnologio Nucleor
CIEMAT
Avdo Complutense 22
E.28044 MADRID
Dr. Jules HOROWITZ
Conseiller Scienti{ique du CEA
31-33, rue de lo F6d6rotion
F-75752  PARIS CEDEX I5
Mr Anthony MURPHY
Deportment of Energy
(outgoing  member in Morch 1988)
substituted by
Professor Gerord T. WRIXON
Director
Notionol Micro Electronics Reseorch
Centre
Lee Moltings
University College Cork
IRL-CORK
Ing. Corlo MANCINI
Direttore
ENEA
Viole Regino Morgherito  125
r-00r98 ROMA
Monsieur Jeon HOFFMANN
Commissoire du Gouvernement  d l'Energie
Ministdre de l'Energie
19-21 Bd. Royol
I-2449 LUXEMBOURG
Dr. J.J. DE JONG
Director of Nucleor Energy
Ministerie  von Economische  Zoken
Postbus 201 0l
NL-2500 DEN HAAG
Prof. Jos6 Moriono GAGO
Presidente  de JNICT
Av. D. Corlos l, 126, I o ondor
P-I2OO LISBOA
Dr. John W. FAIRCLOUGH
Chie{ Scientific Adviser
Cobinet Office
z0 whfteholl
GB-LONDON  SWIA 2AS
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Orgonisolion Chort
Joint Reseorch Centre
Direclorole-Generql
Director-Generol
Adviser hors closse
Principol Adviser (Methodology of monogement)
Adviser (Morketing, tronsfer of knowledge)
Secretoriot of Boord of Governors
Assistont  to Director-Generol
Progrommes Directorole
Director
Sofety engineer
-  Coordinotion of scientific octivities
-  Interinstitutionol relotions
-  Generol plonning  (*)
-  Hosting policy, visiting scientists ond
fellowships (*)
-  Uiilizotion of reseorch results,  lmoge of
the JRC (*)
-  Documentotion ond Publicotions (*)
units morked (*) ore speciolized  deportments
Administrotion  Directorole for
the JRC
Direcior
Adviser
-  Humon resources
-  Finonciol monogement, forecosts ond
execution
-  Controcts
-  Infrostructure, lspro siie
-  Rodiotion Protection, lspro site
-  Press, public relotions, exhibitions,  lspro (*)
-  Centrol  workshop (*)
-  Vocotion troining school, lspro (*)
Centrol Bureou for Nucleqr
Meqsuremenls
lnstitute Director
-  Nucleor physics ond meosurements
-  Reference  moteriols
-  Personnel,  odministrotion ond infrostructure
Brussels
Jeon-Pierre CONTZEN
George  Robert  BISHOP
Wtllem F. GUINEE
Piedod GARCIA DE LA RASILLA
Y DE PINEDA
Somuel LLOYD
Gisdle VANWERT
Brussels
Hons Jdrgen HETMS
Morcello  BRESESTI
Frongois LAFONTAINE
Heinz  DETER
Roberto CUNIBERTI
Mory CONNOLLY
lspro
Henri HANNAERT
Gilles NULLENS
Henri HANNAERT
Michel GRIN
Michele ACTIS-DATO  (octing)
Alberto AGAZZI
Argeo BENCO
Morio Piero MORETTI
Leorco Dl PIAZZA
Michel LE DET
Geel
Werner MULLER
Achiel DE RUYTTER
Richord LESSER
Jon VAN AUDENHOVE
9tANNEX C
Institute for Tronsuronium  Elements
Institute Direcfor
Adviser (Scientific  coordinotion)
Advise (Progrommes)
-  Scientific  proiects  directly otioched to Director
. Technologicol  physics (*)
. Applied physics (*)
. Nucleor technology (*)
. Nucleor chemistry (*)
. Actinides  (*)
- Personnel ond Administrotion
- Rodiotion protection (*)
- Technicol services (*)
Institute for Advonced Moteriols
Institute Director
Adviser
Adviser
-  HighJlux Reoctor
-  Chorocterizotion  of moteriol
-  Moteriols engineering
-  Moteriols reliobility  ond performonce
-  Non-destructive  testing ond
instrumentotion (*)
-  Functionol  moteriols ond Cyclotron (*)
-  Personnel ond odministrotion of the
Institute ond infrostructure  of the Peiten  site
Institute for Systems Engineering
Insiitute Direclor
Adviser (Thermonucleor  fusion)
-  Systems  Engineering  ond reliobility
-  Reference  methods ond meosurements  for
non-nucleor energy  sources (*)
-  Control of fissile moteriols {*)
Institule for the Environment
Inslitute Director
Adviser (Sofery  of nucleor fuel cycle)
Adviser (Environmentol  protection)
-  Chemistry
-  Rodiotion chemistry ond nucleor chemistry
Korlsruhe
Jocobus VAN GEEL
Jeon FUGER
Hubert BLANK
Michel COQUERELLE
Hons Joochim MATZKE
Korl Ernst RICHTER
Lothor KOCH
Poul BLAES
Kloos BUIJS
G6rord SAMSEL
Petten ond lspro
Ernest Demetrios HON DROS
Wolter KLEY
Jeon PERETTI
Jijrgen  AHLF
Morcel VAN DE VOORDE
Hermonn KROCKEL (octing)
Peter SCHILLER
Pierre JEHENSON
Livio MANES
Abrohom BAHBOUT
lspro
Giuseppe  VOTTA (octing)
Giompoolo  CASINI
Giuseppe  VOLTA
Eric ARANOVITCH
Morc CUYPERS
lspro
Friedrich GEISS (octing)
Froncesco  GIRARDI
Bruno VERSINO
Friedrich  GEISS
Sergio  FACCHETTI
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Instilute for Remote Sensing  lspro
Applicotions
Institule Director  Roymond  KLERSY
-  Advonced Technologies  Gioncorlo BERTOLINI
o Loser fluorescence, high-resolution  Gioncorlo BERTOLINI
spectromelry.
. Microwoves  Alois SIEBER
. Applicotions  to the morine environmeni Sergio GALLI DE PARATESI
-  Proiects reloting to themotic opplicotions
directlv ottoched to Director
. Agriculture (*)  Jeon MEYER-ROUX
. Lond utilizotion (*)  Jocques MEGIER  (octing)
. Developmeni  oid (*)  Jeon-Poul  MALINGREAU
-  lmoge processing (*)  Jocques MEGIER
lnstilute for Sofef Technology  lspro
lnstitute Diredor
-  Thermodynomics
-  Process engineering
-  Applied  mechonics
-  In-pile experiments
-  Nucleor experiments
Helmut HOLTBECKER
Poolo FASOLI
Clous BUSSE
Peter VON DER HARDT
Ceptre Jor Informofion  lspro
Technologies  ond Electronics
Diredor of the Centre  Pierre BONNAURE
Adviser  Rodolphe NICKS
-  lnformotics Centre  Jeon-Piene  AUBINEAU
-  Advonced informotion technology
opplicotions ond knowledge processing
Institute for Prospeclive  lspro
Technologicol Studies
lnstifule Direclor  Pierre BONNAURE
-  Studies  ond reviews, network  Corlo RINALDI
coordinotion
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Figures
Fig. / Poge
I I 12  Experimentol  set-up for neutron
inieroction  meosurements  ot
GELINA
2 I 13  Turntoble o{ the detector system
ot o beom line of the Z MV
Von de Grooff Acceleroior
3 / 13  Preporotion of specimens  for
routine contominotion  monitorin  g
4 I l4  Working_ot o glove box in the
cor.rrse of preporing  nucleor
reterence  motenols
5 / l5  Electron  beom welding focility
for fuel rod preporoiion
6 I 15  Fire experimeni  studies  with
dispersion of rodiooctive
oerosol from burning plexigloss
7 I l6  Close-up  XPS/UPS insiollotion
( photoelectron  spectroscopy
with octinides)
8 I 16  loser ond nvrometer  for
thermophysicol  properi'y
meosurements  ot very high
temperoiures
9 / l7  Creep  test ossembloge for
corrosive environment
l0 I l7  The protofupe  X-rov Gloncinq
An g le Diff rbttometer,  il lustroti"n g
motion of the source orm, i.e.
X-roy tube, monochromotor  ond
collimotion  systems
ll  / l8  Autocloves  for high temperoture
corrosion studies
l2 I lB  Viewo{  o 4 point bend test rig
used tor trocture  mechonrcs
siudies ot high temperoiure  in
ceromics
l3 / 18  Foiigue. testing. chomber  for
reseorch into the interoction
between mechonicol  properties
ond environmentol ottock
l4 I l9  Assembly of test specimen on o
corrosion outoclove
l5 I 19  View of on experimentol  set-up
for the opticol meosurement  of
fotigue crock lengths ot
elevoted test temperotures
l6 I 20  Portoble instrumentotion for field
investiqotions of indoor oir
quolitr/. From left to right  -
ODOVE:
'l 
) odsorption/reoction  cortridqe
ond metering pump {or the oir
sompling of oldehydes;
2) some for voloiile orgonic
compounds  (VOC);
3) portoble chromotogroph  for
trocer gos meosurements;
oetow:
4) bog ond gos,syringe  for
trocer gos sompling;
5) photoionizotion  detector for
the meosurement  oi totol VOC;
6) temperoiure  ond humidity
meter;
Z) monitor for respiroble
porticulote  motter.
l7 I 21  Thermol desorption  cold trop
inlector for the introduction  of
VOC somples, into the gos
chromotogroph
1B I 21  Vorioble multicollector  moss
spectromeier  {or isotope rotio
determinotion  ond precise
inorgonic  meosurements
l9 I 22  Tunoble diode loser  (TDL)
spectrometer input to the 480 L
reoction  chomber (vio the
vocuum tighi window ot the top
left of the-picture)
20 I 23  Moleculor fluorescence  in
liquids excited by o blue He-Cd
loser. Different corours reveol
different  substonces. The loser
beom is ottenuoted by the
cfrnna  nhcnrntinr -,1 occurflng In
the soluiions.
21 I 23  View of o spring-looded  closing
system 01 o hrgh pressure
conioiner used for the
solubilizoiion  of ocidic sediment
environmenis
22 I 23  Pre ond finol concentrotor  of
the lspro Mork l34 Flue Gos
Desu.lphurisoiion  Plont in
JOrOrnro
23 / 24  The irocer tenm olonoside  the
mobile loborotory for "-in field"
releose, sompling ond onolysis
ol otmospheric  trocers
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24 I 24  The fliqht of the MAFALDA
(Multi-Anolvsis  Flootinq
Apporotus  ior Limnolo-gicol  Doto
Assessmenil  IJsed for reseorch
studies on Loke Moqqiore  over
the lost 3 yeors,  Ihe-MAFALDA
wos recenily tronsported  to
neorby Loke Orto where it will
porticipote  in monitoring o
elcnnino nnernfion  of the loke.
25 I 25  View o{ the plosmo source of
the ICP moss spectrometry  used
ior inorqonic  ultro troce
(PPt level) element
determinotion
26 I 25  Preporotion of the somple
holder for X-roy fluorescence
meosurements
27 I 26  A oroohicol  output from the
doio 6onk on rodiooctivity in
the EC environment
28 I 26  A fish-eye view of the
equipment  inside one of the
PETRA hot cells
29 I 26  PETRA is controlled  by o
comnr rterised  nrocess control
system  which ossures  moximum
sofety.
30 I 27  Neutron  counting iechniques
hove been deveToped  to'
monitor the octinide  content  in
solid woste, non destructively.
31 I 27  Loser spectroscopy  ollows the
study of chemiccil  forms of
octinides in woter ot extremely
low levels.
32 I 27  The interoction of rodionuclides
with solt in portiolly closed solt
golleries is simuloted by
loborotory column experiments.
33 I 28  3-D view of the Snowdonio
Notionol Pork with on indicotion
o{ the nronosed  reservoir for
coolrng woTer
34 / 28  To ochieve  moximum  quolity for
the geometric  registrotion of
severol imones to o common
mopping  system, digitol
elevotion  doto must be included
in o correction  olqorithm.  This
elevotion  model ios used to
produce  the 3-D proiection  of
sotellite doto of the Ardeche
region in Fronce.
35 I 29  For o temporol  description of
the upwelling  phenomeno  olong
the north-west Africon  coosl,
further seo surfoce temperotures
were produced.  The two
imoges, from 25 Jonuory ond
2 Februorv  1988 qive on
exomple  of the st6ng chonges
in the temperoture  pottern in the
seo surtoce ond demonsirote
+he rrninrre nnssibilities  of
sotellites  to observe such lorge
oreos.
36 I 29  {,Veicot imoge  produced.from
sroewoys  rooKrng rooor usrng
microwove  sensors  ooerotinq  ot
lonq wove lenoths. The
sid Jwoys  look'r-ng mooe
enhonces the lopogrophy  ond
torget height.
37 I 30  Pseudo-dynomic testing of civil
enqineerino  structure  usino o
reoction w'oll (obove). An-
ortist's impression  of ihe
nrooosed  Strrrcturol  Mechonics
Loborotory  which will house the
new reoction woll (right).
38 / 3l  Computer  controlled  test riq for
fotique  tests on l/Sth scolJ
moiels  of nressrJre  vessels
39 I 32  Full scole vessel ot MPA
Stuttqort ' View of the PWR
Noziles Supporting  Ring
40 I 33  The LOBI experimentol  focility
used for inteqrol  tests on loss of
coolont occiilents  in Light
Woter Reoctors
41 / 33  Microgrom  from o port of o
solidif'r6d  UO, block ofter
melting in thiFARO  furnoce.
42 I 34  Cross section of the lower port
of the PHEBUS FP Test Stringer
43 I 35  The lspro Risk Monogement
Support System is hosted on o
SUN computer.  Disployed  here
ore the results from o risk
ossessment  exercise in ihe
Netherlonds.
44 I 35  A view from the inside of the
FIRES bunker undergoing
construction. The bunker will
eventuolly  house the 100  |
chemicol  reoctor.
45 I 36  Thermol imoging equipment  {or
Hot SPOT foilure tests on
photovoltoic modules {obove).
Observotion  of on Hot SPOT
on the video disploy (right). The
locol heotinq  observed  occurs
under certo'ri shodow condiiions
{e.q. dirt) ond con destrov  o
mo"dule i{ the monufocturer does
not toke the necessory
precoutions.
46 / 37  Testing of solor possive ond
octive  componenis  on the lspro
Site
47 I 37  Meosurinq  indoor ihermol
comfort  in-the lspro Solor
Possive  Loborotory
48 I 38  Operotive since 1987, the Pre-
PERLA (PERformonce
LAborotory)  focility is employed
in colibrotion  ond troininq
exercises  for Eurotom  orid IAEA
inspectors
49 I 38  The Moteriol Testinq Reoctor
(MTR)  Sconner is o-device used
to moniior fuel elements
50 I 39  Compuier  model o{ o section of
the NET (Next Europeon  Torus)
design for studies  of systems
inteoroiion,  ossembly-
diso"ssemblv ond mointenonce
by remote hondling
5l I 39  Breeding moteriol  (LitzPbt3)
oner srmuloTron  oT o sleom
qenerotor  occident  in o fusion
ieoctor liquid  metol blonket
52 I 40  View of the moinfrome
computing  sysiem  from ihe
operotors' control  room
53 I 41  The computer vision system  {or
reviewinq  imoqes obtoined
durinq  o"pticol 
"surveillonce. 
The
piciurEs  ore grobbed by the TV
comero/ processed by the
computer ond disployed  on the
TV monitor.
54 I 42  A computer vision system
demonstrotes here o scene
modi{icotion  {missing obiect is
shown by white coniour lines)
durinq o surveillonce of fissile
moteiiols stored in o cell.
55 I 42  A computer vision system  used
for the verificotion of metol
seols in so{ecuords contoinment ":"'-  ";  -"'"v":'
shows here on imoge of on E-
metol seol with soldering troces
ond scrotches. The whiie frome,
representinq the zone io be
stored on Jsk, is used for
odiusting TV comero ond seol
support.
56 I 42  Four exomples o{ metol seols
with rondomly  distributed tops
ond scrotches used in
contoinment procedures in
soreguoros
57 I 43  The spectrum  o{ o
multidimensionol  onolysis of the
neutrons  ond gommo  roys in
lhp Spontoneo-us  Fusion (SF) of
252C{ with o three deteciors
configurotion
58 I 44  Cooqulotion  of o woter oerosol
by o-n ultrosonic field
59 I 44  In vivo loser-executed
chlorophyll  fluorescence
investigoied  os o suitoble tool
for eorly ploni stress
identilicotion
60 I 45  Loser interferogrom o{ o pipe
interior, obtoined by opticol
fibres
6l I 45  VICOR lmoge,Processing'
studies ol crock growth by
onolysing  high d"ensity X-roy
neootives. These  neqotives ore
dig'itized  using. o higTr efficiency
In-house  negoloscope  ono Inen
stored on high speed  hord
disks. The system  hos zooming
copobilities,up  to 60 times
enrorgemenT.
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6, / 46  llse o{ oniienl  {ibres for loser
ho log rophic interferometry
63 I 47  An interior view of the
inspection chomber of the non-
destructive plutonium woste
monitoring system developed ot
lspro
64 I 48  A steric renresentotion of the
superconductor YBorCuaO,
structure  showing the p16ncir
olones.  Yellow - yttrium;,green  -
DOrlUm; reo - Copperi  OlUe  -
oxygen.
65 I 49  High iemperoture  high precision
qos controlled  heoi pipe
lurnoce for industriol
opplicotions
66 I 50  Distribution  of support to the
Community policies in 1988
67 I 51  Neutron  Activotion  Anolysis of
humon  iissues,  somple
preporotion  for neutron
inodiotion  in the ultro cleon
loborotory
68 I 52  The new 300 MHz Nucleor
Mognetic Resononce
Spectrometer. Meosurements
token of the
deuterium/hvdroqen  rotio in the
different sites of 
-ethonol,
derived  from wine or orner
olcoholic  beveroges,  permit the
determinotion of its history ond
origin.
69 I 52  An importont noturolly  occurring
endoporositoid  of ophides
(Aphidius ervi Hol.), is now
beinq reored in quontitv  in
lobJrotories  {or eventuol  releose
into the oqriculturol environment
in supporiof integroted  plont
protection.
70 I 54  Vorious precipitotion  collectors
ot the JRC EMEP Stotion
71 I 54  Reoction  cell of o low ronge
SOr-monitor(  2ppb)
72 I 55  Anolysis of toxic PCBs in oil by
duol-column high resolution gos
chromoiogrophy
73 I 55  li is now recognised thot fire is
one of the moin oqents of
environmentol degiodotion in
tropicol  ond subtropicol  oreos
{right). In oddition bush fires
hove o direct impoct on
otmospheric chemistry. NOAA-
AVHRR imoges ore currently
beinq used in the studv of fire
distriEution  in West Afiico
(obove).
74 I 56  A member  of the ESTI teom
durinq on-siie meosurements  of
o ph6tovoltoic  instolloiion  in ihe
Alps (oltitude 2610 m)
75 I 56  Photovoltoic modules mounted
on ihe roof of o doiry form neor
Cork, lrelond
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76 I 57  Solor-thermol ponels heot o
swimming pool in Chevetogne,
Belgium,-while  its electric  s"upply
is provided by photovoltoic
mooutes.
77 I 58  Electron  beom weldinq of test
componenis for irrodioition in the
HFR Petten
78 I 59  The Cherenkov  ef{eci con be
cleorly seen in the view of the
reoctor  pool ot the HFR  Petten
79 I 59  The 3.2 MV Von de Grooff
occelerotor  ot the CBNM used
for nucleor  meosurements  ond
the ossoy of troce elements
80 I 62  An interior view of ESTI , Hiqh
temperoture/high  humidity
climoiic chombir where 
'
phoiovoltoic modules ore
exposed  to on occeleroted life-
time stress. This test is one out
of l5 which o module hos to
poss successfully  be{ore it is
certified  occording to our
snecificoiion  Ft JR 502
Bl I 66  A view of port o{ the Geel
Electron Lineor Accelerotor
(GELINA) used {or physics
experiments
82 I 67  A "birds-eye" view of the
FARO focility showing
preporotionol  work on the UO,
melting furnoce
83 / 68  The Lorge Dynomic Test Focility
(LDTf), in the process of testing
o retnlorceo  concreTe  Deom
84 I 69  Loser sconning is under
development  os o new
diognostic  tool for photovoltoic
ceils
85 I 70  Automoted  tope cortridge
librory contoining 1200
Giqobvies of orchivol  doto with
roblt-controlled  neeess  nlt ts
; ;i;ke u.;; ; ;;lr.d;;i [iJi".
(worm) with 300 Gigobytes of
doto
86 I 7l  The cycloiron ond, switching
moqnet in the cvcrorron
shielded  cell
87 I 71  View of the JRC Petten, in
Hollond, which homes the Hiqh
Flux Reoctor (HFR)
88 172  Completing  work inside one of
the PETRA experimentol  cells
89 I 73  Reception of the plutonium
stqndord  somples  ot the PERLA
tocility
90 / 74  A model o{ the proposed
microwove  signoture loborotory
incorporoting  o coherent
polorimetric  scotterometer  ( l -40
GHz). The loborotory will
permit the detoiled onolysis of
the mechonisms  of microwove
scottering.
91 I 74  A detoil of the beom line which
forms o port of the heovy ion
implonter,  o new focility
recently  instolled ot the JRC
lspro {or odvonced moteriols
studies
Al / 83  Development  of JRC
publicotions  ( I 98l -l 9BB)ASME
AORS
AVHRR
BCR
BIPM
BRAIN
BRITE
CATHARE
CBNM
CHEM
CEA
CIEMAT
Lt5t
CONDIF
COST
DRUFAN
EAC
ECDIN
ECU
ERCOFIAC
ENEL
ERDS
ESARDA
ESPRIT
ESSOR
ESTI
ETHEL
EURATOM
EUROTRAC
FARO
HFR
HTM
IAEA
IRIMS
tso
ISPRA MARK
ITER
KFK
LANDSAT
LMFBR
LOBI
LWR
t34
Americon Society of Mechonicol Engineers
Abnormol Occurrencies Reporting System
Advonced Very High Resolution Rodiometer
Bureou Communoutoire de R6f6rence - Community
Bureou of Reference
Bureou lnternotionol  des Poids et Mesures
Bosic Reseorch in Adoptive  Intelligence ond
Neurocomputing
Bosic Reseorch in Industriol  Technologies in Europe
French Lorge System Thermohydroulic code
Centrol Bureou for Nucleor Meosurement
Chemicol  Emergency Monogement
Commissoriot d l'Energie Atomique
Centre for Energy, Environmentol  ond Technologicol
Reseorch
Centro lnformozioni  Studi Esoerienze
Computer  Code Nome (Molten pour behoviour)
Scientific ond Technicol Cooperotion
Germon Lorge System Thermohydroulic code
Eurooeon Accident Coqe
Environmentol  Chemicol  Doto Informotion Network
Europeon Currency  Unit
Europeon Reseorch Community on Flow, Turbulence
ond Combustion
Ente Nozionole  Energio Eleitrico
Europeon Relicbillty Doto System
Europeon Sofeguords Reseorch ond Development
Associotion
Europeon Strotegic  Progromme  for Reseorch ond
Development in Informotion Technologies
Experimentol reoctor (lspro) - no longer in operotion
Europeon Solqr Test Instollotion
Europeon  Tritium Hondling Experimentol  Lobororory
Europeon Atomic Energy Community
Europeon Experiment  on Tronsport ond Tronsformotion
of Environmentolly Relevont Troce Constituenis in the
Troposphere  (EUREKA  proiect)
Experimentol Focility for Fuel Melting
High Flux Reoctor (Petten Estoblishment)
High Temperoture Moteriols
Internotionol Atomic Energy Agency
lspro Risk Monogement Support
Internotionol Stondord Orgonisotion
Flue Gos Desulphurisotion Process developed ot the
JRC lspro
Internoiionol Thermol Nucleor Experimentol Reoctor
Kernforschungsonlonge Korlsruhe  (FRG)
Eorth Observotion  Sotellite (US)
Liouid Metol Fost Breeder Reoctor
LWR off Normol Behoviour Investigotion (instollotion)
Light Woter Reoctor
97ANNEX  E
MARS  Moior Accident Reporting System
MIRAGE  Migrotion of Rodioisotopes in the Geosphere
MOX  Mixed Oxide Fuels
NDA  Non Destructive  Anolysis
NEA  Nucleor Energy Agency  (of the OECD)
NET  Next Eurooeon Torus
NOAA  Notionol Oceonic ond Atmospheric  Adminishotion  (US)
OUSR  Operoting  Unit Stotus Report
PAGIS  Performonce  Assessment of Geologicol lsolotion
PAHR  Post Accident Heot Removqr
PERLA  Performonce  ond Troining Loborotory (Nucleor
Sofeguords)
PETRA  Focilitv for Treotment of Rodiooctive Woste
PREPERLA First phose of Perlo Loborotory
PISC  Progromme  for Inspection of Steel Components
PSA  Probobilistic Sofety Anolysis
REIMEP  Regulor Europeon Interloborotory Meosurement
Evolution Progromme
REM  Rodiooctivity  Environmentol  Monitoring
SCI(CEN  Studiecentrum Kernenergie/Centre  d'6tudes nucl6oires
UKAEA  United Kingdom Atomic Energy Authority
WHO  World Heolth Oroonizotion
98FURTHER  INFORMATION
Enquiries for futher informotion  ore we/come ond shou/d
be oddressed  to
Commission  of the Europeon  Communities
Dircctorqte-Generql  of the Joint Reseqrch  Centre
200, Rue de lo Loi
B-.l049 Brussels
Phone, + 32-2-235 85 27
Telex' 2l BZZ COMEU B
or diredly to the JRC lnslifufes
Commission of the Europeon Communities
Joint Reseorch Centre
Centrol Bureou of Nucleor Meosurements Inslitute for Systems Engineering
Steenweg op Retie  l-21020  ISPRA  {VA)
8-2240 GEEL  Phone: + 39-332-78  95 1l
Phone, + 32-14-571  292  Telex, 380042 or 3800058  EUR I
Telex, 33 589 EURAT B
Instifute for Advonced Moteriols
Institute for Tronsuronium Elements  P.O. Box 2
Postfoch 2340  NL-1755 ZG PETTEN
D-7500 KARLSRUHE  phone, + 3l-2246 - 54ol
Phone' + 49-7247-84350  Telex, 572'l REACP
Telex, 2825483 EU
Institute  for Prospecfive  Technologicol  Studies
f nstitute for fhe Environment  l-21020  ISPRA (VA)
l-21020lsPRA (vA)  phone' + 39-332-78  99 4l
Phone, + 39-332-78  96 0l  Telex' 380042 or 3800058  EUR  I
Telex'  380042 or 3800058  EUR I
Centre for Informotion Technologies
Institute for Remofe  Sensing Applicoiions  ond Electronics
t-21020 rspRA (vA)  t-21020 tspRA (vA)
Phone: * 39-332-7897  65  Phone, + 39-332-7899 41
Telex, 380042 or 3800058  EUR I  Telex, 380042 or 3800058  EUR
Institute for Sofety Technology
t-21020 tsPRA (VA)
Phone, + 39-332-7897  43
Telex' 380042 or 3800058  EUR I
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